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Role Model
Of The Week

Deaf Dance Theatre
Performs In Tampa
TAMPA - The National
Deaf Dance Theatre, directed
by Fred Michael Beam, a
Tampa native, is a unique pro
fessional touring group that
was founded in January 1988
which

blends high energy

jazz dance with American

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

Detective Reggie Oliver of

prove the community. In

the St. Petersburg Police

1990, he was one of three

Department is the 500 Role

has given highly acclaimed

Models of Excellence Pro

officers selected to serve on
the Urban League’s black on

performances throughout the

ject’s Role Model of the

black crime prevention task

country and in the Caribbean,

Week. A St.

Petersburg

force. In March 1991, Oliver

Canada, Egypt and Dakkar.

native, Oliver is a 1976 grad-

was recognized at the Offi-

uate of Dixie Hollins High
School. He attended Florida

cer of the Year awards cere

Created to promote cultural

mony for outstanding job

and educational awareness

professional arts for the deaf

Memorial College and Flori-

performance and was one of

through entertainment within

by bringing into focus the

da A&M University.

four recipients of the Elks

the deaf and hearing commu

beauty of sign language and its

Oliver joined the police

nity, NDDT will perform two

artistic elements to dance

force on July 5, 1982 as a

He is also very committed

shows at the Hillsborough

while providing a unique and

trainee. Since joining SPPD

to the role models program.

County College Performing

uplifting experience for hear

he has been a patrol officer,

In February, Oliver and two

Club law and order award.

a vice and narcotics detec-

other officers went to Miami

16 and

These exciting performers

tive, a community police

to observe its role models

Thursday, July 17 at pm. For

are being brought to you by

officer and is currently bur-

program in order to help im-

ticket information, call 685-

the Icon Foundation which

glary unit supervisor.

prove the program in Pinel-

Members of NDDT include

ing and deaf audiences alike.

invites you to come out and
enjoy the show.

las County.

A caring and dedicated

Reggie Oliver

Please see pg. 6

young man, Oliver is active-
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BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE”

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

7330 - 49th St. N., Pinellas Park, FL

ly involved in helping im-

PETERSBURG

theatrical affiliations. NDDT

NDDT is a non-profit orga

2565 or 661-0642.

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

-

ST.

performing experiences and

nization which seeks to enrich

Wednesday, July

A Credit Plan For You!

formers with a wide variety of

Sign Language and theater.

Arts Theater in Ybor City on

Fred Michael Bean

deaf and hard-of-hearing per

St. Petersburg • Clearwater • Tampa • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs • Plant City • Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow
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President’s Race Initiative
is Good News---------------

by Mary Frances Berry,

sistence of segregation and inequality was apparent. A dan-

US Commission on Civil Rights Chair
President Clinton’s new relations initiative is very good

gerously wide gap exists between black and white perceptions
of race relations.

Business
Assistance
Resources
Fair And
Seminars
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

news. His effort is bound to stimulate some much needed

The ensuing national conversation about the church burn

national soul searching about how Americans can come

ings earned on by many concerned organizations and through

The Community Alliance,

together despite their differences on matters of race.
This nation wilI be stronger if we talk more openly and clear-

the news media, hastened the rebuilding of burned black
many burned-out parishioners. As was true at key moments

St. Petersburg Area Chamber of Commerce South
Central Business Council,

during the early civil rights era, a national dialogue about race

city of St, Petersburg and St.

and religion converged to provide hope for permanent
improvements in relations for bIacks and whites in some
racially charged communities in the South.
Unfortunately, the church burnings did not lead to continu-

Allstate campus are sponsoring a business assistance

ing conversations on race at the local and national levels.
National and community leaders must join together in creat-

SPJC Allstate campus, 3200

Iy about race in America. We need to discuss the legacy of
slavery, Jim Crow, police brutality, barriers to entrepreneuriip, tfre pgrpetuat^n of ffip^ass tsilwar^ Qter i§§yes.thgfe
j confound African-American progress. We need to energetiCally seek areas of accommodation and agreement and agree
to civilly disagree but continue talking. That has been the
essence of how things get done in this country. It lies at the
I core of our experiment in democracy and the way we do business, both of which have become models for the world.

churches and the healing of emotional wounds suffered by

Petersburg Junior College/

resources fair and seminars
on Thursday, July 31 at the

JULY .12, 1997

A Church Built On
The Apostolic Faith
by Dianne Speights________
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

The United House of Prayer
for All People has built a
most beautiful edifice, which
has restored light to what has
been an area of blight in our
community for many years.
However, the church is no
stranger to this community
having humbly, served from
the storefront church site on
6th Avenue and 22nd Street
S for 18 years and in the new
location on 15th Avenue and
22nd Street for one year.

ing a serious, sustained dialogue aimed at bridging racial

34th Street S, St. Petersburg.

In its own way, the US Commission on Civil Rights has for
I the past five years been encouraging a national dialogue on the

chasms that we usually acknowledge only sporadically during

Booths are open from 2:30

United House pastor Apos-

to 7:30 pm; seminars start at

tle E. Jennings, a native of

causes of racial tensions and what we can do to reduce them

Working to determine the causes for the racial riots that had

3,4,5 and 6 pm. There will

Columbia, SC, was bom and

by holding public hearings on this subject in major cities. One

swept the nation the year before, the Kemer Commission

be a free food court and door

reared in this faith which is

of our goals has been to identify commonalities and differ-

reported in 1968 that “the nation is moving toward two soci-

prizes.

built on the rock of the Apos-

ences contributing to racial and ethnic tensions and to high-

racial riots or media events such as the O.S. Simpson trial.

eties, one black, one white-separate and unequal.” It is much

Prospective

and

estab-

Apostle E. Jennings

tles. Jennings became an
ordained minister in October

“But our rich history stems

“Jesus appointed them to

back to biblical days and the

carry on after He was gone.
Of course, these believers in

| light economic and other factors that can reduce such tensions.

too early to predict anything that the president will conclude at

lished business owners are

A year ago, in the wake of an upsurge of burnings of black
I and white churches throughout the South, the commission

the end of his initiative on race, but he will surely note the

invited to ask questions in a

1964 in South Carolina,

more complex racial and ethnic divisions that exist today and

one-on-one setting and in

moved to Miami in 1968,

appointment of the Apostles

held public forums in six southern states to learn what it could

the need for increased sensitivity and creativity to address

group seminars.

Peter, James, John, etc. and

Christ went on to say what

about race relations in communities where churches had been

them.
President Clinton’s call for a national dialogue on America’s

served as an evangelist until
1978 and then was appoint-

the faith that they stood for as

burned. I attended each of those commission forums in
Alabama, Louisiana, Tennessee, Mississippi and North and
I South Carolina.

racial problems is intended to bring about a kind of meaninga people. The journey will still be difficult, but it’s an impor-

dence of any national or regional conspiracy to bum black

fle any serious pubIic discussion of race, the president has

churches, severe racial divisions have been left unattended in

rekindled hope that we may avoid dragging the baggage of

communities where these churches were burned. In black and

racial oppression and white supremacy into the 21st century.

tant beginning. At a time when some critics would like to sti-

white neighborhoods wherever the forums were held, the per

Kiwanis Elects First AfricanAmerican President
as the worldwide service
club’s next president. Sellers
is the first African American
to serve in Kiwanis Inter-

Pastor Jennings explained.

willing to do.

Please see pg. 15

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4 PM
MONDAY

July 4th Fireworks
Re-Scheduled For
July 12
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

SPIFFS executive director.
administrator of the city’s

world’s leading voluntary ser-

St. Petersburg were postponed on the 4th and 5th due

Department of Leisure Ser-

vice organizations with more

to rain and high winds and

vices, “We are anticipating a

than 8,600 clubs and 315,000

are now re-scheduled for this

spectacular show this year

members in 80 nations.

Saturday, July 12 at 9 pm.

and we’re just holding out
for no rain or high winds this

Sellers wifi serve a one-year

Food vendors and enter-

term beginning Oct. 1. As

tainment will already be

president of Kiwanis Intema-

available in the park from 11

Sponsors of the 1997 fire-

| tional, he will chair the oiga-

works display are MIX 96

nization’s trustee board, serve

am to 9 pm for Bastille Day,
a previously scheduled

as chief spokesman for the

French street festival spon-

Times,

Vinoy Resort, The Pier and

time.”

radio, the St. Petersburg
the

Renaissance

nis clubs and service projects

sored by SPIFFS.
“The good news

for

the city of St. Petersburg.

in many nations. His wife

SPIFFS is that the fireworks

The best vantage points are

Irene will serve as first lady of

will coincide
Bastille Day

from the Pier and several

■organization and visit Kiwa-

G. Sellers of Wilberforce, OH

representatives of Christ,”

Oathout at 821-4069.

According to Lee Metzger,

Kiwanis is one of the

delegates at Kiwanis Inter-

ed to pastor the small congregation in St. Petersbuig.

The 4th of July fireworks in

national’s highest office.

NASHVILLE, TN - Off national’s annual convention
I June 30, more than 5,000 unanimously elected Walter

Susan Knowlton or Kathy

ever it took to carry on the
Gospel of Christ they were |

fill and lasting racial reconciliation that has so far eluded us as

The forums revealed what the president’s national church
I arson task force later corroborated: while there was no evi-

WaIter G. Sellers

For more information, call

Kiwanis and travel with him.

with our
festivities,

downtown waterfront parks

Sellers is a 31-year member

which come to a close in

including

and past president of the

Straub Park at 9 pm Satur-

Straub Park, Demens Land-

day,”says Lotta Bauman,

ing and Northshore Park.

Please see pg. 7

Vinoy

Park,

History Project
Seeks Participants,
Photos, Scrapbooks
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

improve. Several more vol-

rials to anyone age 14 & up.

Community residents are

unteers are needed to make

Also planned is a perma-

invited to help document

the project successful. The

nent public archive with an

where we have come from

community history project is

exciting computerized leam-

and where we are going

intended to provide a wel-

ing tool (CD-ROM interac-

through a social history pro-

coming place in the neigh-

tive web site) about the

ject centered at the Olive B.

borhood where community

neighborhood history (fund-

McLin Neighborhood Fami-

members can see and hear

ed by the Florida Humanities

ly Center. This special com-

the history (at the O.B. Mc-

Council). It will be available

munity history activity will

Lin Center), to get people

in the neighborhood family

help document the history of

involved in the life of the

centers, local libraries and

Bartlett and Campbell Parks,

community center and to

museums. For more infor-

Harbordale,

Street

build community pride and

mation, visit the center at

Heights, Cromwell Heights

unity. The center offers assis-

1900 Dr. M.L. King Street S

and other nearby neighbor-

tance, equipment and mate-

or call 893-1526.

13th

hoods.
Currently, teens from the
community are helping to i
research

and

neighborhood

document
heritage;

Community Meeting
IMA is sponsoring a community meeting to
discuss the Hope Vi Grant application for revi

adults are also contributing

talizing Jordan Park. The meeting Will be held

volunteer hours. Needed are

at 6:30 pm on Thursday, July 10 at the Jordan

scrapbooks, old photos and ;

Park Gym, 22nd Street S at 11th Avenue S.

volunteers’ time and knowl- ’
edge. We already have a

Telesis Corporation, consulting company for

modest but impressive col-

grant preparations, will provide information.

lection that you can help to

The community is encouraged to attend.

i

2
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Happy Workers Hold Closing Program
ST. PETERSBURG - in'
a closing program at Macedonia

Freewill

Baptist

Church on June 16, the staff
of Happy Workers Day
Nursery presented 27 children in celebration that
marked the end of their preschool year and entrance into
kindergarten. The theme was
“I Believe I Can Fly.” With
family and friends as guests,
the children presented their
talents. They were assisted
by teachers Morer Bolds,
Iverta Beasley and Irish R.
Shareef. Three of the graduates Gaston Hughes, Austin
Jordan and Mycobi Lee
began their early childhood
education at Happy Workers
in the toddlers class.

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of
The Weekly Challenger
Call: Marketing Rep.

To get a better
idea of what kind of
person wins the Florida

Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads

Advertise in the paper
that's challenging
your competition.

Lotto Jackpot, look in

The Suneoast’s New
Music Leader
featuring
Rob Simone — voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6- 10am.
*Greg_Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
TAtternoon Traffic Jam with Tony
King, Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
Michael St. Baron. Fyenings 7pm
12am.
Weekends feature Troy Ward
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

the minor.
For nine straight years, over 450 people just like you
have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your
chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today
Florida Lottery

For Advertising CaLL~
7
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager

________
Phone: (813) 896-2922

327-9792 ________ _

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Who’s next?

/MV
Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S,, St. Pete, FL 33711
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Black America’s Smoking Gun

The Weekly Challenger

by Earl Ofari Hutchinson

Published by

With his sunglasses, saxo

Cleveland Johnson
mi'Sll!,0Kr9an.......................... Manager
Bill Blackshear................. North Central Florida

black activists complained

leaders in hiring and promot-

image game among blacks.

major funding to the Avin

attempt to influence their

that it played on the assoda-

ing blacks into managerial

They design socially con-

Ailey Dance Company, the

organizations policies. In-

tion with Malcolm X.

and professional positions.

sciousness ads in black pub

Dance Theater of Harlem,

credibly, some go ever fur

Camel has become one of

Black activists are right to

But advertising has been

lications that tout black lead-

the annual Harlem Week

ther and hail the tobacco

........................ ..................... Business Manager

the most recognizable fig-

be outraged at the tobacco

the industry’s major trump

ers and celebrities, praise

Festival in New York and the

companies as good corpo

The Weekly Challenger Office:

ures on billboards in black

companies. The damage

200 city Ebony magazine

rate citizens whose contribu

neighborhoods. In a two
mile stretch in south central

card to win the lungs of
blacks. The major black

black historical figures, sci

smoking causes to African

entists, artists and events and

fashion fair.

tions to education, political

Americans is staggering.

magazines such as Ebony,

promote their sponsorship of

Los Angeles, I counted 24

Nearly half of black adults

Essence andJet, black news-

scholarship, business and

itself in the mantle of pro

billboard ads. TWo were for

smoked (compared to 37%

equal opportunity promo-

gressive political activism

These

Joe Camel and nine were for

of white adults). They die

papers and radio stations
have long crammed their

tional programs for blacks.

and as a champion of civil

arguments.

other cigarette brands (liquor

pages and filled their air-

ads were a close second).

from lung cancer at a rate
50% higher than whites, and

It’s worked.
In 1991

The recent admission by RJ.

have higher rates of heart

waves with cigarette and
liquor ads. Athough the

Reynolds that it deliberately

and respiratory ailments than

publications

phone,

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(813) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

tThl u
PRES® believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to everv
man regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

hip clothes, Joe

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

Child
Watch

Health and Human Services

gifts and contributions to

money for cultural and edu

attract

Louis SuIlivan found out

social and political groups

cational causes and many

how beholden many black

such as the National Urban

black leaders have waged

was no surprise to black anti-

whites.
The problem is that while

more diverse major corpo
rate advertisers, cigarette

publishers are to the tobacco

League, the Congressional

effective campaigns for civil

smoking

They

the tobacco industry is an

advertising still remains their

industry when he invited

Black Caucus, as well as

rights and political empow-

have waged a long cam-

equal opportunity polluter, it

staple revenue source. The

them to a meeting to discuss

generous sums to the SCLC,

erment without taking a

paign to get Reynolds to stop

is not an equal opportunity

ads show chic, well dressed,

the adverse effects of tobac

NAACP, UNCFand the

nickel of tobacco money.

targeting black youth with its

spender. Decades ago, it dis-

prosperous looking black

co advertising in the black

National Caucus of Black

ads. They haven’t won yet

covered that by generously

couples and families at work

communities. Not one mag-

State

Legislators.

They

vists realize that when they

Reynolds is protesting the

spreading its mega bucks

and play. This not-too-subtle

azine publisher and only a

claim

that congressional

fight the tobacco companies

activists.

now

play on the image of success

handful

newspapers

budget cuts in funding to arts

they are bumping heads with

and upward mobility, stokes

and non-profit organizations

one of the best organized,

that black activists have

and hook generations of

fantasies of wealth and

showed up.
The tobacco industry’s

and the increasing miserli

best financed and propagan-

gone after the tobacco com

blacks on cigarettes. In the

power and conveys the mes

largesse doesn’t stop with

ness of corporate contribu

da savvy industries on the

panies. hi 1990, black pres

1950s, cigarette companies

sage that the American

ads. Nearly every major

tors force them to seek fund-

planet. But with the health of

ing wherever they can get it.

thousands of youth African

of

drop its Uptown brand and

in using African-American
models in their ad pitches.

away.
In recent years, cigarette

during the past decade had

in 1995 a cigarette distribu-

had a tobacco or liquor com-

the

tor in Massachusetts pulled

Since the 1960s, they have

makers have become even

pany as its primary sponsor.

attach no strings to their con-

Menthol X from stores after

been among the corporate

more adept at playing the

Cigarette makers provided

tributions and make no

children every day when there are no television cameras
around.
Parents have the most challenging and most rewarding
work in the world. Parenting means being responsible for a
valuable human life. It means shaping the way a child’s
body, mind and spirit grow. It means shaping the future.
Parents who are patient, loving, kind and fair are every-day
heroes. We are our child’s first teacher, role model, inspiration and moral guide. It is hard work and there is no greater
responsibility. But the rewards-healthy, caring, responsible
and productive children who love life-are indescribably ful-

tobacco

able to send two African

Voting Rights section and all

Americans

Congress

that it implies for minorities

Counts Is Economic

day that we were celebrating

because of the creation of

and people who do not have

by John W, Templeton

the fact that the Congres-

the 11th and 2nd districts.

the power in the South.”

sional Black Caucus had a

Sanford Bishop (D-GA)

by George Wilson_________
It seems like only yester-

to

of whites are opposed to

pay more than $5 billion to

You have to give a well-

reparations. Had the resolu-

resolve this claim.

All one has to do is look at

meaning Ohio congressman

tion not been offered, the
usual media blackout of dis-

There is a simple way to
quantify the impact of not

record number of members.

and Cynthia McKinney (D-

the past when poll taxes,

credit when he proposed a

This dramatic increase was

GA) were able to provide

grandfather

and

one sentence apology to

cussing the topic would not

just slavery, but racism-the

driven by the creation of so-

representation to those who

other impediments stood as

black Americans for slavery.

have been pierced.

gap between black and

clauses

How

could

he

have

A false sense of history is

has been left out under the

obstacles to the participation

districts. These were con-

previous arrangement. In

of African Americans in the

known that the steel curtain

at the root of white denial.

gressional

spite of the fact that Bishop

electoral system. The Sup-

of white denial would fall on

African Americans were

$81,000. A $75,000 pay-

his head?

free in the territory of the US

ment to every African-

The benefit of this incident

from 1528to 1619, meaning

American family would put

districts

with

compared

and McKinney successfully

reme Court sent voters in

ran in districts that were not

Georgia and the rest of the

ipation and to virtually guar-

majority-minority, they both

nation a message that there

is that it brings attention to

that slavery disrupted their

practically all in position to
pursue any of their life goals
to entrepreneurship.
Let’s face it, white Ameri-

antee that a minority would

concur that their original dis

are going to be some pitched

the real resolution that Con-

be elected to Congress.

tricts were excellent reme-

battles over who deserves

gress must confront-Rep.

normal progress.
Expanding slave territories

dies for past exclusion.

representation

who

John Conyers’ 15-year-old

into the Deep South actually
required
the
forcible
removal of Maroons and

surprisingly,

there

and

redistricting case reached

McKinney notes that the

the Supreme Court, it would

high court couldn’t have

bility of reparations for

Native Americans

groups were playing in a

overturn the lower court

been much clearer. “In deliv-

African Americans.

Florida^Alabama and Mis

Sharing your time nourishes his heart and soul just as much

game from which they had

as food nourishes the body.
•Pay attention to and listen to your child. He/she will feel
valuable and will also pay attention to and listen to you.

previously been excluded.
Because of their discontent,

decision which declared the
districts unconstitutional.

ing the fact that certain

doesn’t.

ering this, decision, the Sup
reme Court has affirmed a
double standard in the treat
ment of black voters and
white voters and has un-

Unfortunately, by a vote of 5
to 1, the high court affirmed

•Be consistent. Your child needs to eat and sleep at regular

these individuals and groups
filed lawsuits challenging

times each day, follow reasonable rules that stay the same

the constitutionality of the

from day to day and enjoy a steady relationship with you

creation of minority-majori-

Supreme Court decision as a

that doesn’t bounce between big highs and big lows.

ty districts. These chal-

clear indication that the Vot-

•Set appropriate limits with love. Setting limits construc-

lengers were successful, arid

ing Rights Act, which is due

tively, firmly and lovingly makes a child’s world a safe

as a result, , certain congres-

for renewal in the year 2007,

place. Children who misbehave, typically do so because

sional ,

were

needs to be watched closely

they want and need you to set limits. . If you’re not sure

redrawn. Aside from the

by those who have been vic

whether he/she is ready to try something new, ask other par-

constitutional issues, many

ents about their experiences or check with your child’s doc-

of the districts were consid-

timized in the past. “I think
that what we are clearly fac-

tor or teacher.

ered invalid because of their

ing is an environment where

•Teach your child right from wrong. Children learn values

shape. That argument is par-

we do not have the protec-

and morals primarily from parents. Not only by what you

ticularly interesting since the

tions of the Voting Rights

say, but more important, by what you do, be a good role

shape

of predominantly

Act. Where southern legisla-

model. Teach him/her to be honest, fair, responsible and giv-

white districts has never

tures are free to work their

ing. He/she will model him/herself after you in good ways
and bad.
Please see pg. 6

been at issue.

will without the protection

districts

The state of Georgia was

the lower court decision.
McKinney

sees

the

floor for a vote under
Democratic or Republican

ca does not want equality,

particularly economically.
Our quest for reparations

from

sissippi. Just addressing
slavery does not factor the
loss of land and economic

has to be combined with an

international effort on the
part of all African countries.
The truth and reconciiiation
commission would not exist

leashed southern legislatures

Congresses.
The roof cause of the

opportunity in those areas.
Spanish-speaking blacks in
the Southwest from Texas to

but

to decide who gets represent

denial can be summed up in

California were moved off

sure. It is time to extend

ed in our current electoral

a quote from Thomas Jeffer

such efforts wherever black
people have been held in
bondage.

son while he was contem

millions of acres of land.
The real issue is one of

It seems the voting game

plating the hypocrisy of

restoring wealth, not mak-

system.”

for international pres-

for African Americans is

maintaining slavery while

played with an ever changing

espousing

democratic

ing apologies. In Black
Wealth,
White Wealth,

set of rules. Conventional

Melvin Oliver and Thomas

John William Templeton is

wisdom held that voting

ideals: “I shudder to think of
the thought that there is a

Shapiro point out that strate-

executive editor ofGriot, the

•could be a tool of empower-

just God.”

gies only maintain econom

African-American, African

ment. Instead, the Supreme

No white American wants

and Caribbean business

ic inequity.

seems to be saying

to face the equivalent of

When Edgar Bronfman

daily and author of Our

that it may be time to closely

South Africa’s truth and rec-

confronted the Swiss gov-

Roots Run Deep: the Black

examine a system that seems

onciliation commission and

emment about the holdings

Experience in California,

to allow politicians to choose

account for 236 years of

of Holocaust victims, he did

voL 1, 2 and 3. Call 800-

who will vote for them.

legal slavery. In fact, an

not settle for an apology.

840-0465 for more infor

ABC poll shows that 88%

The Swiss are prepared to

mation.

Court

of the Justice Department’s

.Conyers/ resolution, .has

never been brought to the

from housing to education

Blacks Closing Graduation Gap
Many black Americans are

ed that blacks and Hispanics

“But I don’t want to dis-

the state legislature. Rep.

finishing high school at. the

finished college at a far lower

count the assault in terms of

Penny Crissman (R-Roches-

lege in 1995. That number

age that many whites com-

rate than whites and the rate

affirmative action nation-

ter) has a bill that could stop

varies significantly from the

plete college, reports a study

of enrollment increase is

wide,” Matlock told the Free

community colleges from

26% for whites and the 15%

by the American Council on

slowing down.

Press. “I think it does have a

race norming or adjusting

for blacks, the highest record-

minority

chilling effect on students in

test scores to account for

ed for both groups since

umbrella group for colleges,

enrollment at the University

terms of where they go to

social and economic factors.

1975.

universities and educational

of Michigan rose 6.8% iri

Her bill would also prevent

Another section on Asian-

associations, included this

1991,1.2%in 1995 and 0.7%

college.”
Matlock defends Michi-

colleges from using preferen-

Pacific Americans sought to

information in its 15th annual report Minorities in High

in 1996. Wayne State Uni-

gan’s use of race as one of

tial treatment in employ-

dispel the myth that they as a

versity saw a 6% dip in

several admission criteria.

ment, promotions and con-

er Education.
Researchers also found that

minority enrollments in 1994

“We have to continue to open

tract awards.

group are a model minority.
Students from the group

and again in 1996, although

doors for a variety of stu-

Four other Republican state

blacks and whites, ages 25-

bIack

legislators have also promis

behaved,

29, had neariy the same rate
of high school completion,

21%-23% of Wayne State’s

dents,”he said. “I think that
it’s in the national interest.”

ed to challenge the Universi-

achievers who persevere and

overall enrollment, accord-

Matlock defends Michi-

ty of Michigan’s affirmative

are educationally successful

about 87% in 1995. But in

ing to figures cited by the

gan’s use of race as one of

action policies. Rep. David

despite socio-economic and

the younger age group, 18-

Detroit Free Press.

several admission criteria.

Jay of Washington Town-

linguistic

report said. But the report
also, notes that this stereotype

Education. The council, an

For

example,

students

remained

ed at least four years of col-

“are

perceived

as

diligent

well

obstacles,” the

Challenges to affirmative

“We have to continue to open

ship, Deborah Whyman of

action is One of the key fee-

doors for a variety of stu-

Canton Township, Michelle

18, 1997, said the gap may
have closed in the older age

tors causing the overall en

dents,” he said. “I think that
it’s in the national interest.”

McManus of Lake Leelanau

category because a greater
number of blacks finished

John Matlock, the University

But Michigan philosophy

Hills, said they were seeking

of Michigan’s vice provost,

professor Carl Cohen chal-

potential plaintiffs for a law-

ranged from 66% for Chi-

high school requirements
later in life through equivai-

believes that there are other

lenges the policy. He said that

suit.

equally valid issues that

in his analysis of applicants

nese Americans to 26% for
Laotian Americans, the

lency examinations. Just 10

affect enrollment. He said

with similar test scores and

focused

years earlier, in 1985, blacks

that more students are now

grade point averages in 1994

minorities. If found that His-

had an 81% graduation rate,
compared with 87% for

choosing work over college

showed

were

panics fell behind whites and

because the economy is good

more likely to be accepted at

blacks in completing high

and with rising college costs,

Michigan and its law school

school, with a rate of 57%.

fewer students can afford to

than at other colleges.
"Cohen has some allies in

to 29, less than 9% complet-

whites.
Nonetheless, the council’s
t analysis of census data show

rollment

slowdown.

But

attend colleges right away.

minorities

and Greg Kaza of Rochester

The national study also
on

other

racial

Among Hispanics, ages 25

conceals a wide range of
educational experiences.
College

"Finally, 1
feel like
someone's
listening...

high

The report, released May

24, the gap was wider.

to

mize minority voter partic

society who were not cheer-

•Spend time with your child—quality as well as quantity.

$3,000

boundaries drawn to maxi

effort to impanel a commission to investigate the feasi

ly, emotionally, spiritually and financially for a lifetime.

white household wealth,

majority-minority

called

Many hoped that once the

mission in life. Be prepared to support your child physical-

worth the fight.

companies

were elements of American

•Realize that becoming a parent is the most challenging

Americans at stake, it’s well

They defiantly swear that

A Blow to Democracy The Only Apology That

Not

filling. Here are a few helpful parenting tips to consider:

Black anti-smoking acti

among blacks it could win

BY

loving concern for children, the truth is parents stand for

of

good will, sanitize its image

Marian Wright
Edelman

hopes more than our children. But while stand for children
rallies of the past two years have put the spotlight on parents’

amounts

This is not the first time

dream is only a cigarette puff

every state and the District of Columbia, the nation was
reminded once again that no group arouses our passions and

black

organizations have raised

were the corporate pioneers

On June 1 when tens of thousands of parents took a Stand

self-serving
Many

significant

sure forced RJ. Reynolds to

for Healthy Children in more than 575 communities in

are

has doled out millions in

Secretary

black cultural event held

Parents Shape the Future

black life.

rights and black causes. It

proposed FTC ban on ads.

NNPA FEATURE

and social causes enrich

of

markets cigarettes to minors

MEMBER

The industry also cloaks

participation

report said.

SAVE
WATER

After my accident, I kept calling the insurance
adjusters about my medical bills, but they weren't
very helpful. Now, my lawyer started legal proceed
ings so the insurance companies are responding to
my claims!"
Some insurance companies may ignore or delay
injury claims. If you are injured, we will negotiate
with the insurance companies to obtain your
compensation as efficiently as possible. We do not
charge for our legal services unless your case is
settled or won.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDELL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952

fC
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The Sophisticated Ladies Host Western Dance
TAMPA - The Sophisticated Ladies of Tampa Bay
sponsored a western dance
featuring Wild Style Dee
Jaze on June 28 at the Letter
Carriers Hall

in Tampa.

Selphenia Hudson is club
president

News Deadline
is 4 PM
Monday

Club Holds '70s Dance
TAMPA - The Nubian
Knight social club held a
‘70s dance and dress wear
bash on July 5 at the American Rental Hall in Tampa.
They provided happy hour, a
free buffet and music by deejay Adam Bomb. They also
acknowledged one of their
members Willie Cherry Jr.

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE VOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701; 16th Street South
St. Petersburg *
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning

Why notjoin? Call 898-8827

•■4

Michael

"Paradise"
Anderson
2901 34th St. N
St. Pete. FL 33713
Nexus - Paul Mitchell

Corvettes

Hires Hairstyling

Malibu

3427 - 11th Ayenue North

Show Trucks

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Suburbans

DAN’S UPHOLSTERY

A.L. GREEN

“Your Budget Decorator”

898-8827

Asphalt Pavement & Concrete Work
Fill Dirt & Top Soil

Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

Consortia, Inc.

Business People For Better Development

when you deal with these
companies? Consortia
guarantees the highest
quality & the best of service.

5 2366 Kingston S.
Digital Beeper 429-7771
St Petersburg, FL 33711 Cellular Phone 327-1863
480-0590

32 Years Experience
We [provide in-home estimates

Form Rubber Cushions, 4 in.
thick
22x22, cut to fit - 513.50
5 yd. chair, labor & fabric - $169.50
10 yd. sofa, labor & fabric - $299.50

Financing Available
Crown Automobile Representative

Ask For Michael "Paradise" Anderson
uu/-

William “Ikemba” Crowley

'«5sr

iafa|j|You Can Find These Products At These Locations: WAVE

Special Accounts Manager
Financial Options Available For Everyone

Professional Hair CAre Products

(813) 323-3462

, Carla's Hair Affair

Artistic Hair Fashion

CREATIVE-N-STYLE

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Yog's Hair StUDio

Center Stage Unisex Salon

328-1900

A-Queen BeautY Salon

Angela's Hair Safari

327-5241

323-4840
C&C Hair Design

Robert's Hair Salon

447-3090

866-7070

Tues.-Sat. 10-7
License # 35484

327-4074

Emerald Citv
447-4548

405 - 49th Street South

Call Now About Special Programs & Discounts
Save Time & Money - Call William Before
Buying Anywhere Else!
Inquire About Bonus

Referral

Fax: 813-526-7581

St 2pefe ^1^33714
, FL33714

P
a/
Ph°ne: 813-525-4991
Pager/Voice Mail: 813-529-7101

A Full Service Salon and Boutique Items We'll Pamper You!

Annie s Hair Boutique
Annie Thomas, Proprietor
Press & Curls

Helen's BeaUTY Salon
327-5182

Specializing In Fashion Jewelry
and Hand Bags
“The Look, The Price,
Simply The Best”

Stylists: Annie Thomas, Barbara Maddox, Brenda Johnson, Natalie Hill

Nail Technician Needed
575 - 49th Street Siuth, St. Petersburg, FL 33707 • (813) 323-0269

Ah
F4.8.

6850 Central Avenue / P.O. Box 43999
St- Petersburg, FL 33743-3999

Jizing in damaged hair • Let my fingers wort wonders lor your hair.

Special

Booth For Rent

(813) 347-7283
Fax (813) 345-5858
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Condon Gardens, a hous

shops, a police substation and

ing community once looked

a children’s library are just a
few facilities in Condon

upon as a drug infested haven
for users and sellers, high-risk

whose mission is to serve,

teens and rampant criminaI
activities, is now a quiet,

encourage and motivate.
More improvements are

close-knit and enterprising

needed. Talking with resi-

community. Gone are board
ed-up, dilapidated housing

dents and youth, two dominant themes emerged: a laundromat on the premises, a

units.
Director of operations Ken

community swimming pool
and better lighting on the bas-

Florezyk spoke enthusiastically about Condon’s new
image and numerous self-

the laundromat, although

sufficiency programs for the
287-unit complex, excluding

for washers, throughout the

ketball court. I concur with
units have hookups available

35 units one block away

complex, excessive Outdoor

known as Chesapeake Villa

clotheslines were visible, thus

Vast improvements include
air conditioning installation in

cheapening the new image
Condon is trying to convey. ,

all units as of this year. Three

Condon Gardens has come

playground centers, two child

fell circle, incIuding a road

care centers (Head Start and
R’CIub), exterior painting of

that opens onto Drew Street
that no longer isolates resi

all units and a landscaping

dents, but provides accessibil

program are planned for later
this year.

ity to parks, baseball fields
and supermarkets-all within

Florezyk attributes much of

walking distance. Tenants’

the success to the one-strike

addresses are more highlight-

you’re out eviction policy for

ed so that one can find one’s

any tenant dealing or in possession ofdrugs. The Garden

way around Condon better.
Service centers are painted

Villas neighborhood family

differently from tenants, so

center, under the auspices of
HUD, JWBand Operation

Tanglewood and Sandlewood Drives are no longer

PAR in partnership with Con-

streets to find tenants, but

don Gardens tenants, encourages parents and residents to
take an active role in child
care, social events, cultural
development and education/
training

opportunities.

A

mentioned, but a positive,
transitional ,

community

functioning as a residents

residents are working togefh-

association, includes incen

er to improve the livelihood
of each other collectively.
***

have become homeowners,
with many more attending
workshops to achieve the
same goal-home ownership.
Diana Washington, an outreach worker, attended a six-

Qearwater’s Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority had three
more dedicated sorors present to make their annual golf
classic tournament a success,

day workshop at Lincoln

namely, Tiffany Bokins, Ronica LaPread and Portia

Filene’s Management and

Gibbs-Scott.

Community

Institute

in

and spirit that help students

the United States were invit

John Templeton Foundation

know, love and do what is

ed to qualify themselves for
participation by submitting

building experiences.
• Advocates a drug-free

“In a free society it is the
responsibility of each dtizen

has named Eckerd College

good. Because of Eckerd

to its 1997-1998 Honor Roll

College’s demonstrated ef

an essay that addresses cer

• Conducts a critical as-

strong character. The John

NA, Pinellas County, an-

for Character-Building Col

forts to develop moral char

tain character-building crite-

sessment of character-build-

Templeton Foundation ap-

nounces the following pro
motions artd appointments:

leges, a designation which

acter in students, the John

ria. The selection criteria

ing programs and activities.

plauds Eckerd College for

recognizes colleges and uni

Templeton Foundation is

were designed to evaluate

Atotal of 135 schools in 42

their programs that empha-

versities

emphasize

pleased to name them to our

the extent to which a college

states were selected to this

size character building. We

or university:

year’s Honor Roll and will

look forward to collaborat-

be featured in the 1997-1998

ing with Eckerd College as

Honor Roll for Character-

we strive to increase recogni

Building Colleges Refer-

tion of their outstanding

ence Guide which will be

character-building

available in the fall.

ties,” said Templeton.

Tammie Biyde, promoted

that

to manager of the Meadowlawn office, has been

character building as an inte

Honor Roll for Character-

gral part of the college expe

Building

with Barnett since 1993 and

rience.

John M. Templeton, Jr.,

op

M.D., president of the John

moral reasoning skills.

Colleges,”

said

has held several positions,

“One of the primary goals

most recently as the market
(office) manager of the

of education is the develop-:
ment of moral character-

All four-year accredited

Madeira Beach office.

those habits of heart, mind

undergraduate institutions in

Templeton Foundation.

• Inspires students to devel
and

•

strengthen

Encourages

their

spiritual

growth and moral values.

lifestyle.

to be virtuous and to possess

Boston, MA She looks for

to me at PO Box 6941, dear-

ward to putting their knowl-

water 33758.

Barbara Bailey, promoted
to officer and operations
manager for the Beckett
Lake office, has been with
the bank since 1987 and was

NEWS

DEADLINE

IS

4

PM MONDAY

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING OUR
ADVERTISERS

most recently a sales and ser
vice associate in the office
support team.
Tim Horsman has been
named officer and consumer
lender for the Central Plaza
office. He comes to Barnett
where he worked as an
office manager for Greylock
Federal Credit Union.

bdge to work-another exam
STOP THE PRESS!

to stay abreast of current

A happy 44th wedding

incentives to help tenants help

anniversary to a great couple

themselves. Parenting class

and great

es, homeownership work-

(Tim) and Mayme Hodges.

friends, Thomas

Kelly Smith has been
appointed officer and sales
and service manager of the
Sand Key office. Prior to her
current position, Smith was
the sales and service manag
er at the Beckett Lake office
and has been employed with
Barnett for 12 years.
Barnett Bank, NA, Pinellas
County

employs

nearly

1,000 countywide and provides full-service banking at
48 office locations. As the
market share leader in retail
and residential services, Barnett serves 44% of the
households in the county and

Think You Can’t
Afford A Home?
Give Ourself
Some Credit.

enjoys a commercial market
share of 34%. Barnett is also
well known as a generous
supporter of many commu
nity initiatives and non-prof
it organizations.

{The Affordable Home Loan From AmSouth. We Want To Lend You Money.}

Thomas and Mayme Hodges

If you don’t think you have the credit it takes to buy a home - think again. At AmSouth,

NOW OPEN IN
OUR NEW
LOCATION AT:

400 - 49th ST. SO.

we know some people need a little extra help with their first home. And we want to.lend
you money. That’s why we have The Affordable Home Loan. It offers • a very low down
payment • a competitive interest rate and • affordable monthly payments. So don’t give
up on the idea of owning a home. Give yourself some credit. Gome to AmSouth and

NEW HOURS:

.. utfwt Ute. look buy
/wn/Zy mrt

he

activi

• Provides community

from Berkshire County, MA

Your headlines can be sent

ple of Condon’s commitment

ST. PETERSBURG-The

-

James E. Loskill, president

tive connotation when the
name Condon Gardens is

PETERSBURG

Eckerd College Named To Honor Roll
For Character-Building Colleges

, and CEO of Barnett Bans,

There’s no longer a nega-

where children, parents and

home buyers. TWo residents

ST.

streets where tenants live.

neighborhood family center,

tives to become first-time

Barnett
Bank
Announces
Promotions

Mon. - Sat.
11:00 AM-9 PM
Closed Sunday

/S

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenience
327-8309 & 328-8309
sasssssssss^sssss

ask about The Affordable Home Loan. It’s one opportunity you can’t afford to miss.
CALL (813) 226-1288 IN Tampa or (813) 571-8654 in ClearwaTer/Sl PETERSBURG

JMWlSOUTH BANK
THE RELATIONSHIP PEOPLE'
Visit our Web site at http://www.amsouth.com
apply, I ontaet youi AinSouih banker lor more details Iiqual I lousing Leu
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.ST. Petersburg

Kids Can Get In The Swing Of
Summer With Half-Price Fares
OfPSTA

by
Bob Gilder

Mayor Vows To
Create 2,500 Jobs
In The Inner City
In last week’s column, we

Challenge 2001 plan, the ini-

youth ages 17-24 with onthe-job construction training,

tiative to level the playing

classroom education leading

field in St Petersburg. One of

to a GED and life and leadership development skills. This

the four goals of the plan is
economic equity by creating
2,500 new jobs in the inner

successful program continues
to train area youths and has
the goal of employing a total

city. How will our community meet that goal?

in the East Lake area. This

Cards and student ID cards

means movies, summer
jobs, shopping-all at their

are distributed will provide

to

access to the beaches, the
parks and other playgrounds

specific information on the

depend on parents or friends

of Pinellas County-at half

disposal. For $1.50 kids can

discounts themselves.

to get them to work or to the

fare! Or, as PSTA’s current

even ride to Tampa.

beach this summer, not if

advertising campaign slogan

In early June, WFLZ-FM

they invest in a Pinellas Sun-

reads, they can “Know No

began to promote a special

unlimited rides and 20-ride

coast

Limits” with one of the un-

bonus for those independent

premium (100X to Tampa)

limited ride GO Cards.

of 94 participants within three

without

cars

licenses

don’t

Transit

or

drivers

have

Authority

(PSTA) GO Card and have a

gram that provides at-risk

dtscussed Mayor Fischer’s

can have almost unlimited

CLEARWATER - Kids

together

Science Center
Receives
Payment
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

teens who have discovered

with the Daily Unlimited

PSTA student ED. They can

“There’s a great sense of

the benefits of riding PSTA

and 31-day unlimited ride

get where they are going for

independence and freedom

The station is partnered with

GO Cards available for the

50

that comes with being able to

eight businesses throughout

depending on their travel

use the bus to get around,”

Pinellas to provide discount

student at reduced fares of
$1.25 and $25 respectively.

habits.

said Jill Cappadoro, PSTA

incentives for teens who

A PSTA student photo iden

But first they need to get

director of marketing. “And

show them their PSTA stu

tification card is required to

familiar with the concept of

think about the fare. You

dent ID card. The businesses

qualify for student reduced

public transportation: riding

can’t even buy a soft drink at

are: Great Explorations, Cel

fares. They can be purchased

a bus. In Pinellas County,

the local fast food restaurant

ebration Station, Seminole

at any Pinellas County ACE

that means riding a PSTA
bus. Taking a bus is a lot dif

for 50 cents!”

Lanes, Sunrise Lanes, Clear

Check Express location of

PSTA has more than 40

water Marine Aquarium,

PSTA customer service cen

ferent than being chauffeur-

fixed routes, which means

Hockeytown Joyland, Rain

ter or though the Tickets by

kids can plan all-day trips to

bow Rollerland and the

Mail program. The PSTA

the area’s beaches and major

Clearwater Phillies. All busi

info hotline at 530-9911

nesses

participating

will

(Voice/TTY) can help with

offer

these

incentives

questions about PSTA’s GO

through the end of August.

Cards, the reduced fare ID

Signs posted at the business
es and the offices where GO

and program/bus schedules.

cents

or even

less,

months of graduation by the

Rep. Rudy Bradley presents

ence Center of Pinellas
County. The Science Center

year 2000.

the fourth quarter payment

Additionaljobs in the Chal
lenge Area

is a private, non-profit teach-

of the state’s cultural affairs

ing museum located at 7701

ed places by parents or
friends and requires a differ-

grant to Susan Gordon,

ent orientation for passen-

shopping malls, including

and woman in the Challenge

Efforts are being made to

22nd Avenue N.

executive director of the Sci-

gers. Buses run on fixed

Tyrone

area and their ability to em
ploy themselves and many of

create jobs in the Challenge
Area through new businesses

routes and follow strict time-

Square,

Countryside malls, as well as

their neighbors,” said Roy

tables. Once the routes and

including the Tampa Bay

timetables are mastered, kids

the Shoppes of Boot Ranch

“As we look at our aspira
tions of establishing this num, ber of jobs, we shouldn’t forget the small business man

business

Devil Rays, Walgreens and

assistance and development

Otto,

manager,

Vencor Hospital. Employ-

Certificate Programs
More Than Quintuple
At SPJC-------------—

GO Cards are sold for 1day, 7-days and 31-days of

Square,

Pinellas

Clearwater

and

Role Model Of The Week s-

“We are working closely with

ment goals for those years

. the businesses of 16th Street

start with employing 100

ST. PETERSBURG - St.

cates are offered by SPJC’s

and 22nd Street S on develop

people the first year and

Petersburg Junior College’s

Advanced Center for Tech

ductive men in the commu

It is our responsibility to pre-

reaching a goal of 500 in

certificate

are

He was a member of the planning and steer

came involved with the role

nology: computer-integrated

models program, he answer

nity. Being a role model

2001.

growing in a big way. The 27

design, computer/network

ing committee for the role

ed: “Our kids, no, all kids

gives me a greater opportu

pare our children to face the
challenges of tomorrow.”

certificates that have just

support technician, crime

need strong positive images.

nity to work with kids that

been added increase the

scene technology, internet

models summit in May.
When asked why he be-

They need to see strong pro

need support and guidance.

number of offerings more

working support technician,

than fivefold, to a total of 33.

Microsoft certified systems

ment of those two corridors.”
One of the goals of Mayor
Fischer’s program is to pro-

Job Training

vide 2,500 jobs in the Chal
lenge Area and reduce unempIoyment rates in the area to
more closely match the citywide unemployment rate by
the year 2001.

Pinellas Vocationa/Technical Center would provide job
training skills in its customer
service program ending with
375 people trained by the 5th
year.

Following are some examples of potential programs
that could help accomplish

Increasing the number of
jobs outside the Challenge
Area

those goals:

The mayor will encourage

Strive Program

corporate leaders to hire

Strive is a three-week train

Challenge Area residents for

ing and placement program

available work positions. The

that assists young people with

goal at the end of five years is

a career potential who want to

700 employees.
work but have had difficulty n > Temporary JobsProgram
findingjobs. During'a struc
This program would pro
tured workshop, participants
vide on-the-job training and
learn valuable employment
specific job training skills to
skills and develop more positive attitudes toward work
The goal for the Strive Pro

YouthBuild Plus
YouthBuild St. Petersbuig

For more information on
the role models program,
call 538-7167, ext. 11 54.

engineer, webmaster and

These programs are de

windows programming.

signed to meet the needs of

Public

local industry and help stu

information ses

Meatland Meat Warehouse #2

dents gain the skills they

sions about the Advanced

3101 Central Ave., St. Pete • 328-1958

need to quickly improve

Center for Technology and

their position in the work

its offerings are scheduled

STORE HOURS: MONDAY thru SATURDAY * 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
SUNDAY 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

place.

soon.

PRICES GOOD THRU JULY 1997

Seven of the new certifi

Child Watch
"

FOOD^STAMPS

GRAND OPENING SPECIALS

from pg. 3

•Praise and encourage children when they' do we!L Crificize their action, not them, when they need correction.
Parents are the most important people in children’s lives

residents of the Challenge

and deserve recognition for the outstanding job they do each

Area with a total of 850 par-

day. Remember, the lessons we teach our children at this

ticipants by the year 2001.

crucial stage in their lives will be the lessons they teach their

gram is 840 graduates by the
5th year.

programs

St. Petersburg Together is a

children. The more they see us stand up for what is right,

weekly column prepared for

they more we can be certain that our Iegacy-to them and to

The Weekly Challenger by

the nation-will be a proud and lasting one.

the city ofSt. Petersburg.

is a youth development pro-

AFAMnet
Introduces OnLine Shopping

Hires

-

most popular titles available.

We ought to be careful

AFAMnet, the African Ame

These books are by African

what we wish for others, we

Being positive can turn an

rican Internetwork launched

American authors and pro-

may be blessed with it our

ordinary flat note into an

in February 1997, announc-

vide a wide range of enjoy

selves.

orchestra.

WALTHAM,

MA

es its on-line shopping ser-

able reading. The auto

vice offering autographed

graphed books are collec-

books

tor’s items. AFAMnet pro-

by

noted

black

authors as the first products.
AFAMnet shopping brings
you a unique offering of

Who

we

are

does.

doesn’t

Discipline won’t kill, but it

change, who we can become

may prevent behavior that
will.

vides you the opportunity to
purchase each autographed
book at its list price.

original autographed books.

AFAMnet can be found on

The initial group of five

the Internet at wwwAFAM-

books includes some of the

net.com

NEWS DEADLINE IS
4EM. MONDAY

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

pi

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, enexnies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I’m doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

DELI DEPARTMENT
American Cheese $2.49 lb.
Boiled Ham $1.99 lb.
Hogshead Cheese $1.99 lb.
Bologna $1.99 lb.
Spice Lunch Meat $2.49 lb.
UH Co eh inn Phppcp $9 RQ lb.

SPECIALS BY THE BOX
Whole Chicken 70-80 Ibs. (20-22 heads) $48.99
Chicken Leg Quarters 40 lb. box for $17.95
, Chicken Wings 40 lb. box for $28.95
/. Chicken Drumsticks 40 lb. box for $26.95
Pork Spare Rlbs 30 Ibs. 3 1/2 down $49.95
Sliced Stab Bacon (Rind on) 20 Ibs. $29.95
’,! Jumbo Hot Dogs 10 lb. box $14,95
Oxtails U.S.D.A. Choice 15 lb. box $28.95 .

%uth Summit Offers Exchange Of
~~eaj On Race Relations-------- ——
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By: Michael Waites, Jr.

The other day, one of my friends was showing off his computer to me

• He logged into the internet and was showing me some of his favorite
• sites. Well I left his home disgusted. He had shown me his spec sheet,
and he had pretty much the same set-up as I did at home. But asl
watched him surf the internet, I was surprised to see him go to web sites so much
faster that I? Why would there be such a difference if we have the same basic
machine? This is really a good question, and the answer lies in the unknown for
theSt.
speed
' • most people. There are really 4 major factors that determine
Trevor,
Pete
that your computer will surf the internet, download, and even chat
with people on the internet. (1) The CPU. This factor has many elements to it, such as CPU chip size, ram, pipeline size, and video ram. It only
takes one of these elements to drag down the speed of your computer. For exam
ple, you may have a really fast CPU, lots of memory, but your video ram is low
Your computer is receiving all the information quickly, but the monitor needs lots
of time to translate the information into what you see on the monitor. (2) The
Modem. How fast is your modem speed, how does it respond to noisy lines, is
it a V.42? This also can include the set-up you're using in your software. Your
modem may have the capabilities of transferring at a rate of 14.4k using V.42 but
you have it set to send and receive at a generic 14.4k. A generic setting will not
use any special features a name brand modem might have to make it faster
including the use of V.42. (3) The Provider. This is usually the most overlooked
aspect. Your modem may be able to send at 28.8k, but you're calling your
provider's 14.4k line. You might even get a message saying that you're connecting at 28.8, but low and behold your connection is really only at 14.4k. Your
provider may have a large clientele, and the system they're using cannot handle
everyone and do it fast. Sometimes the saying "What you pay for, is what you
get stands true. Be careful, and ask your provider questions. If they know what
they're doing, then they have taken all this into consideration, and will not be
afraid to answer your questions, or help you get the fastest connection possible.
(4) The Web. A lot of people don't take into consideration what they are visiting
on the Web, and what time they are visiting it. The biggest example I know of is
a site (No names mentioned) that you could score a boxing match while the fight
took place. It was the biggest fight of the year, and everyone with a computer
who was watching the fight was also logged into this site, so traffic was heavy,
and the Web was slow. Also scripting plays a major role here. A lot of sites use
lava scripting, and depending on the script there might be a lot of information to
receive before you even start to receive the page.
My best advice is to have a professional come and evaluate your system
and help you tweak your system to get the most out of it. Many internet providers
will do this at a charge to you. It might be worth your time...
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Rosewood Family Picture — Howard University, Washington, D.C.

Doctor, chair of the Rose-

the event including the police

Doctor hopes to use the St.

wood Justice Center and an

chief, city administrator and

Petersbuig youth summit as a

organizer of the event. “Not

city councilmen among oth-

model that can be implement-

only were the students vocal

ers, were so pleased with the

ed in other communities

but they made some very

dialogue that they invited the

intelligent and thought pro

across the nation. “The youth

Rosewood Justice Center to

voking statements on the

are the leaders of tomorrow

make the youth summit a

and we need to both solicit

semi-annual event in St.

their input and point them in

Petersburg.

the right direction,” he said.

issue of race relations.”
The summit, which was

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Adults and students gathered
on Saturday, June 28 to share
views on race relations at the
multi-cultural Youth Summit

candor at the day-Iong event1
hosted by the Rosewood Justice Center and co-sponsored
by the city of St. Petersbuig.
“We had hopes that the stu-

in St. Petersburg. The stu-

dents, for whom this was

dents, who represented both

intended, would really open
up but we were not certain it
would happen,” said Arnett

junior

and senior

high, sur

prised participants by their

held at the Enoch Davis Cen-

According to Doctor, the

ter, consisted of three different

“From that standpoint, I think

youth summit was developed

this summit was a very good

panel discussions during each

in response to the Rosewood

start but it needs to continue

of which students'were given

Justice Center’s goals, one of

both in St. Petersbuig and

the opportunity to share their

which is promoting improv-

opinions. Among the ideas

throughout the US.”

ed race relations through pub-

shared were the feelings that

In addition to the city of St.

lic education. The Rosewood

Petersburg’s co-sponsorship,

Snail Mail;
2500 M.L. King Drive
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

E-Mail
weeklychallenger@hotmail.com

today’s youth are interested in,

Justice Center, a not-for-prof-

being more understanding of

the event was sponsored by

it organization founded in

others’ cultures; that many

Atwater’s Cafeteria, Holland

Kiwanis Elects

November 1996, was created

& Knight LLP and Nations-

Kiwanis Club of Xenia, OH.

’ view education as an impor-

Scout Council and Xenia

Commission.

by Doctor to memorialize the

He served as governor of the

tant part of the process; that
today’s youths need to have a

Bank.

YMCA.

founding families and vic-

For additional information

As president of Kiwanis
International, Sellers will lead

tims of the Rosewood Mas

stronger sense of personal
responsibility; and that the

sacre and learn from the racial
discord, that resulted in the
burning of the African-American town of Rosewood in
1923 by whites.

lack of parental guidance has
i negatively affected .behavior. ■

Qty officials who attended

in

Sellers is also a past presi-

on the Rosewood Justice

1984-85. He was first elected

dent of the Ohio School

Center, contact Arnett Doctor
at #52-596-9082.

to the Kiwanis International
board in 1991.

Boards Association and the
Ohio Association of College

ln addition to Kiwanis, Sellers has served his community

Admissions Counselors. In

Send Us News!

Praying For Tara And Tabre

If you have information that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in

ST.

an upcoming issue.

PETERSBURG

Please send me your questions and comments to:

-

Over 100 people gathered for

Ohio Kiwanis district

as president of the Xenia
board of education and member of the boards of the Gold-

1986, he received a US presidential appointment to the
National Afro-American His-

Atwater’s Cafeteria on Wednesday morning to support
four-year-old Shantara McElroy and nine-year-old Tabre
Williams. Both St. Petersburg
youngsters will receive bone

Need a Lawyer?
Call 539*0295 24 hrs.
BffSemarie Swan. Esq.

American Red Cross, Boy

Johnson & Swan, P.A.
Clearwater

Credit Assistance Group

11+ Years Experience
Real Estate° Criminal«Business»
Employment ° Family

Call for a $20 Consultation!
Competitive Rates. Flat Fees Available.
Serving Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties.
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be

Write To:

marrow transplants at All

based solely on advertising. Before you decide, ask us for free
information about our qualifications and experience.

P.O Box 211182
Royal Palm Beady Ft 33421

Children’s Hospital this week,
thanks to tireless community
support and the work of

(813) 898-8129

African Americans United for
Life (AAUL). Part of the proceeds from the prayer breakfast will support the AAUL.
Checks can be sent to: Nation
al Minority Marrow Donor
Program, POBox 1273, SL
Petersburg, FL 33731, atten
tion: Watson Haynes.

Top Picture: Family members of Tabrae Williams & Tara McElroy. Bottom Picture: (L-R): John
Sysus, radio journilist; Amy Miller, asst. PAR director; George Cretekas, aide to Rep. C.W.
“Bill” Young; John Young, Operation PAR CEO.

SALE

37 4th Street North • St. Petersburg, FL 33701
I

Designer hats

OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW!
COMMERCIAL

DECORATOR PLUSH

ARMSTRONG

CERAMIC TILE CERAMIC TILE
FACTORY
DROPS
^OWSQ.
CLOSEOUTS
FT.

$499
$Q99
■f SQ. YD.
W SQ. YD.
SHORT ROLLS
CLOSEOUTS

f3

16x16
FROM

$4 49
1 SQ. FT.

DESIGNER
BERBERS

SUPER ASSORTMENT
OF TEXTURES

TEXTURES
PLUSHES & BERBERS

MANY DESIGNS
STYLES & COLORS

PLUSHES AND BERBERS
GREAT COLORS. MUST SEE.

$099

$599

$699

FROM

SQ. YP- FROM

SQ. YD. FROM

SQ. YD.

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. Hillsborough Ave.

SVy Corner 22nd Ave. & 28th St. North

Northeast Corner U.S. 19, Hwy. 52

249*2088

321-9590

868*7424

an organization that emphasizes service to children and
youth. The continuing service
theme of Kiwanis is “Young
Children: Priority
One.”

tory and Cultural Museum

en Age Senior Citizens,
American Cancer Society,

Bad credit, no credit, low
income - no problem. Now
you can obtain your very
own major bank credit
card, learn also how to
obtain small business
loans, consolidate your
debts, repair your own
credit and much more.

a benefit prayer breakfast at

from
Pg- 1

“Return This Ad for a 10% Discount"
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Gulp, and it made Slurpee a

7-Eleven Celebrates 70 Years Of Convenience

household name as soon as the
icy beverage was introduced in
1966. With automatic teller
machines (ATMs) in more
than 3,800 stores, 7-Eleven has

Nation Mourns Death
Of Betty Shabazz

the largest ATM retailing network in the US and sell more
money orders than any other
outlet except the post office. In
recent years, the convenience
store chain also has become
the nation’s top retailer of prepaid long distance phone
cards.
“But we’re not resting on 70
years of success,” said Matthews. “ft’s 7-Eleven’s goal to
continue providing customers
with the products and services
they need to make their lives
better, easier and more hassle
free. As one example, we’ve
recently introduced the Burger
Big Bite, a hot dog shaped
hamburger, ft tastes just like a
delicious hamburger, but un
like a hamburger, it’s easy to
eat as you drive. No one else
has anything similar to it”
Matthews, as well as other
observers ofthe retailing indus
try, believe that this 70th birthday is just the beginning for 7Eleven.
“A brand is a promise and
the promise of 7-Eleven is to
define, literally, what is convenience,”said Watts- Wacker,
author of The 500-Year Delta:
What Comes After What
Comes Next and a futurist with
SRI International, a consulting
company. ‘7-Eleven has been
totally in sync with the con
sumer agenda for 70 years.
The company’s promise and
the commitment to build on
that promise of convenience

chain with more than 6,000 7-

as Slurpee.

7-Eleven convenience store

Eleven stores in the US, its ter-

“Until we tested coffee by

Today, about 95% ofour stores

ritories and Canada and an

the cup in our east coast 7-

never close.” (At about the

providing customers with

additional 10,600 licensed

Eleven stores in the mid-60s,

same time, 7-Eleven stores in

plenty of reasons to say “Oh

stores in 19 other countries.

coffee drinkers had to make

Las Vegas began staying open

During those 70 years, 7-

their own java at home or go

24 hours to serve their round

It all started in 1927 when an
innovative employee of The

Eleven has been quietly rack

out to a restaurant,” said Clark

the clock customer base.)

ing up a number of retailing

Matthews, president and CEO

ln addition to 24-hour, seven

Southland Ice Company be-

firsts designed to provide big-

of 7-Eleven. “And our stores

days a week service, custom-

gan selling milk, eggs and

ger, better and more conve-

were the first to stay open 24

ers can cay “Oh Thank Heav

bread from his ice dock in Oak

nient service to busy custom

hours a day. That started in the

en” for a variety of other firsts.

Cliff a suburb of Dallas. Since

ers. The company was the first

early 1960s in Austin, TX, at a

7-Eleven was the first retailer

that simple marketing decision

to offer cups of coffee-to-go,

busy store near the University

to offer self-serve fountain

seven decades ago, the small
ice business has grown into

giant soft drinks, the conve-

ofTexas campus when we dis-

drinks and giant drink cups,

nience of 24-hour shopping

covered that customers wanted

such as the 44 ounce Super Big

The Southland Corporation, a

.and introduced the popular

major international retailing

semi-frozen concoction known

Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church
Sunday School...................... 9:36 a.m.
Morning Worship............. , . 11 a.m.

706 N.W. 13th Ave., Ocala, FL 32675

Evening Worship......................... 6 p.m.

Phone: 629-9866

&

Bible

ballroom, scene of Malcolm

from all walks of life are

the fire or that he said he want

X’s murder and is now the

mourning the death of Dr.

ed to kill his grandmother.

Audubon Biomedical Science

Betty Shabazz, the widow of

Details of the case against

and Technology Park. That

Malcolm

skin, however, was unavail-

23; she was 61. She was
gravely injured on May 31 in

Shabazz remain sketchy as

able to Dr. Shabazz who was

Westchester

court

too seriously burned for the

a fire allegedly set by her

Judge Howard Spitz had

grandson Malcolm.

Malcolm X, who died on June

the

12-year-old

family

ordered hearings and the

new treatment
Shabazz, whose husband

According to fire depart

records closed for the boy’s

led the New York chapter of

ment officials, Dr. Shabazz

i protection. On June 23; Sutton

the Nation of Islam and was

was found in her nightgown,
huddled in the hallway out-

was questioned by reporters
about the possibility of the

with the titular head Elijah

side her Yonkers, NY apart-

charges

Malcolm

Muhammad, was estranged

ment She was rushed to Jaco-

Shabazz being elevated to

from the religious group

bi Medical Center in the

which she accused of com

Bronx, where she remained in

murder. He said that the pain
that has already been inflicted

critical condition until her

upon the family does not war

The two sides have since re-

death. Doctors at Jacobi say

conciled.

Dr. Shabazz suffered third

rant any new charges and
would not be in the best inter-

degree bums over 80% of her

est of the child.

her role in the civil rights

body and knew that the out-

movement by Myrlie Evers-

look for victims of such

Nina Johnson, assistant
director of communications at

injuries was grim.

Jacobi, said Dr. Shabazz

rights leader Medgar Evers

According to early reports,

received a series of grafts in an

and current NAACP board

grandson Malcolm confessed

effort to replace her dead skin

chair.

setting the fire, allegedly

with artificial skin until her

“She has been a source of

because he was unhappy at

body had a chance to recover.

strength and encouragement

That procedure, in which

not only to myself but to millions of Americans,” Evers-

being separated from his
mother who lives in Texas.

against

burned skin is literally scraped

its spokesman until his break

plicity in her husband’s death.

Dr. Shabazz was hailed for

Williams, the widow of civil

Malcolm is being represent

away, is extremely invasive

Williams said. “Dr. Shabazz is

ed by former New York

and victims require extensive

the epitome of a strong

Mayor David Dinkins and

woman and she was the

president Percy Sutton, both

transfusions to prevent dehydratron and provide white
blood cells to fight infection.

long-time friends of the fami-

Ironically, new skin for bum

lives together. We lift her up

ly. Sutton disputed accounts

victims is being developed in

former Manhattan borough

strength and backbone behind
Malcolm X throughout their
today in prayer and love.”

You're Getting In Shape And Your
Pool Can Help------------------------------(NU) - Although the popu-

Eleven’s future.”
With approximately 16,000

larity of swimming as a fit
ness sport has grown signif

Archaeological evidence

It’s an excellent form of

convenience stores

world

icantly during recent years,

shows that recreational and

therapy for rehabilitating

wide, 7-Eleven is the premier
name and largest chain in the

aid yotr Knowtnatpeople
have been swimming to
develop, shape and rehabili

'Competitive swimming be-

injuries or other conditions

gan in Egypt around 2500

such as arthritis.

tate their bodies for, literally
thousands of years?

Assyrian, Greek and Roman
civilizations.

B.C., and later spread to

Please see pg. 9

Maxwell’s Backhoe
& Tractor Service

Baptist Training Union . . . .5 p.m.

Service

colm had confessed to setting

NEW YORK - Americans

Demolishing
Tree Services
Excavating
Land Clearing
Lot Mowing

515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor

Prayer

what was once the Audubon

to shop around the clock.

chain celebrates 70 years of

Thank Heaven.”

by Yonkers police that Mal-

bodes exceedingly well for 7-

convenience retailing industry.
DALLAS- On July 11, the

by Andrew Whitehead

Study

Wednesday.............................. 6:30 p.m. I

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College

NOBILITY HOMES * FACTORY OIRECT

Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

352-351-5029 OB 352-237-5215
Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and

We do business with more than
7,600 minority and women-owned
companies through our “Partners in Economic

6:30 PM9:30 PM

Progress” Program. Anheuser-Busch believes in
cooperative economics — companies working
together so that everyone benefits.

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

Are you one yet?

These partnerships not only provide us with the
quality products and services we need, they also
give small, minority firms an opportunity to do
big business.
For example, Hammond Enterprises, Inc.,

an advertising specialty and

promotional products company,
provides us with custom designed corporate gifts and
logo recognition items such as beer mugs, writing
instruments, clocks, calculators and awards.
If your company is minority or woman-owned and is
interested in our Partners in Economic.Progress”
Program, contact: Corporate Affairs,

Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc., One Busch Place,
St. Louis, MO 63118.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
COMPANIES

Partners in Economic Progress
© 1997 Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
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Howard Middle School con-

for people and her desire to
make positive change in peo

Ocala
News

Society In

ple’s lives.

on Monday, July 14, 6 pm at

Dr. walker received her BS
in elementary education from

Ocala.

ment from Teachers College

Narvella Haynes, program

Columbia University and

director, is elated over the pro

TALLAHASSEE - Doug

da Business campaign builds

Jamerson, Department of

on Florida’s welfare reform

tion, an MA in sociology from

youths. She related that the

Labor and Employment Se-

law enacted last year by pro

with Rev. Raynard Church-

Adelphi University, a PhD in

young people are showing their

curity secretary, announces

viding incentives for Florida

wellan alumnus,

cultural anthropology from

appreciation by attending each

that the public can access

businesses to

session in laige numbers and

information on WAGES

participants. Through this toll

working on various projects as

(work and Gain Economic

free number, employers can

well as doing research to help

Self-Sufficiency) and

the

find our more about W0RK

them gain more knowledge

agency’s wORKPay$ for

Pay$ and the incentives

and understanding of black

Florida Business Campaign

available to them.

contributions to the world.

by dialing 1-800-576-1547.

The WAGES program,

Narvella is hoping this will

WAGES is Florida’s welfare

which began last October, is

encourage our youth to set high

reform program that empha-

successfully placing welfare

standards and goals for the

sizes obtaining employment.

participants, over 38,000

“The 800 number is a great

people have entered the

as guest

speaker. He graduated in 1995

ty is sponsoring a literary sum

with the first graduaing class

am-3 pm at the Appleton
Museum of Art of Florida
State University and Central
Florida Community College,
433 NE Silver Springs Blvd,
Ocala. The summit title is: Lit
erary Summit: Focus on
Black Female writers and its
goals are to increase commu
nity awareness ofAfrican and
African-American literature;
promote reading of African
and African-American litera
ture; increase awareness of

and is presently a student at
Emory University.

Financial Services
Have you ever needed to
discuss a financial need with
the bank but couldn’t get there
before closing time? well
now you can talk to a banker
after hours. Financial Circle of
Services has opened an office
at the Hampton CFCC campus, 1501 W Silver Springs
Blvd. For your convenience
they are open every Tuesday
and Thursday evening horn 5
to 7 pm. Its purpose is to provide the community with

For further information, con

bank officers who can work
on a variety of banking needs,
financial counseling and edu

tact Loretta Pompey-Jenkins
at 351-0824 or Debra Aiken at

cation. The concept is new and

732-2188.

successful so stop by on Tues

Seminary Roundup
The United Theological
Seminary Ocala extension
recently traveled to Monroe,
LA for graduation. This is the
3rd graduating class of seniors
and the 1st graduating class of
master degree students. Stu

needs your help in making it
day or Thursday, 5-7 pm.
from

the

church attended the National
Baptist Congress of Christian
Education in Houston, TX.
Congratulations to

high

school grads Dawn Flowers

dents attended the week-long

and Kyowna Birmingham of

preaching institute with Rev.

Forest High School.

Bobby williams as guest lec

Happy birthday to those

turer. He is pastor of Macedo

bom in July: Eva Merkison,
Clytis Clemones, Patricia

nia Baptist Church, Monroe.
Students receiving a bache-

Miller, Louis Nelson, Sarah

.- lor of theology degree are Rev.

Biyant, Jabari Pullings, Aletha

Carl Gadson, Rev. Izell James

wooten, Janaki Pullings, Ed

and Rev. Earnest Ross; bache

gar Lockett, Ethel Nelson,

lor of religions education:

Shanta Matthews, Vemajor

Deacon Lorenzo Bethel and

Parker, Reva Green, Lorene

Catherine Jones; master’s in

King, Geramy Butler, Loretta

theology: Rev.

Herman J.

Jenkins, Rev. Richard How

Boone Sr, Rev. George Grim

ard, Jackie Ford, Eric woods,

sley Jr, Rev. Royal Lawrence,

Amos Lewis, Marie Cross

Rev. Samuel Seales, Rev. Earl

and Kenneth Coleman.

Speights and Rev. Burdell

horn nursery to college. She
retired as professor of educa
tion at State University of NY
Not content with total retire
ment, she accepted a position
as an adjunct proffesor at
DBCC. In addition to teach
ing, she has worked as a con
sultant for the New York
Department of Black Studies
and

conducted

in-service

workshops for public school
teachers. She has devoted an
extended amount of her time
to lecturing and conducting
black history classes in church
es throughout New York,
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware, while working in
this capacity, she received the
opportunity to be a representa
tive of the first district ofAME

Greater Hopewell
A delegation

and a post-doctoral from Dan
forth Foundation Fellowship
taught all levels of education

can female writers and feature
minority ethnicity.

State University of New York

at Yale University. She has

African and African-Amerimodel female writers of

New 800 Number
For Welfare
Reform
Information

our

ofAlpha Kappa Alpha Sorori
mit on Saturday, July 26,8:30

Martin Luther KingAvenue in

and an MS in child develop

by
Florence Williams Ray

Bank Street College of Educa-

Literary Summit

Howard Middle School on

Ocala

Bethune-Cookman College

by James Thorpe

The Eta Tau Omega chapter

cludes its summer program
with a Harambee celebration

91st Anniversary

Strickland. Daisy Rembert

Greater Hopewell will cele-

received a master of religious

brate its 91st anniversary on

education degree.
Dr. Fred Maeweathers Sr. is

Sunday, July 13 at 11 am and
4 pm. The public is invited.

Ocala center director and Dr.

ATWbute

B.E Martin is president.
The local extension held its

walker was bom with a mis

closing Pinkston-Maeweath-

sion. She has diligently work

ers Institute June 9-14. Dr.

ed to bring education alive to

Martin was the lecturer and

all people. For many years she

guest preachers were Dr.

has lectured in the US,

Bernard Tuggerson and Bish

Caribbean, Europe and Africa.

churches in Liberia, west
Africa in 1970 under the direction of Bishop Bright
As a strong, determined,
educated black woman, Dr.
walker represents what is
available for all who are will-

Back Together Again
The class of 1972 held its
25th reunion dance on July 5
at the Ocala City Auditorium.
This ended a week-long celebration of activities beginning
with a cruise from Ft Laud-

gram’s

Kenneth Croskey, St. Petersbuig; Elder Don L Jones,
Gainesville.
The class was introduced by
a former teacher, Juanita P.
Cunninbham.

Decorations

■ erdale. Twenty-five persons

were provided by Traci’s Balloons Boutique and Rodney

participated: Johnnie Florence

Cunningham. Music was pro

Allen, New York; Brenda

vided by Peanut The Body

Tomlin Bernard, Ocala; Mary

Snatcher. Pictures were taken

Arthur Burton, Ocala, Syl-

by Lloyd McNeil. Wrap-up,

vestor Cox, Ocala; Ledressta

bon voyage gathering was

Rhem Clark, Ocala; Rodney

held at the home of Rodney

Croskey, Ocala; Stine Fulton,

Croskey with a fish fry donat-

Boynton Beach; Mae God

ed by classmate Patrick Had-

win Smith, Saratoga Springs,

ley, director of the Ocala Mad

NY; Carlos & Connie Greene,

Dads chapter and vice presi

Ocala;

Veronica

Greene

dent of the national.

Smith, Ocala; Sarah Tucker

Officers elected for the up-

Bryant, Ocala; Irish Linzy

coming 2002 reunion are

.Bostick,

Tampa;

Johnnie

Brenda Tomlin Bernard, pres-

Wade Jones, Ocala; Sharon

ident; Chester McNeil, 1st

Murph Gaitor, Ocala; Glenda

vice president; Rodney Cros

Mayweather, Queens, NY;

key, 2nd vice president; Irish

Chester McNeil, Ocala; Tata

Linzy

Johnson Pasteur, Pembroke
Pines, FL John Rawls, Ft

Bostick,

secretary;

Veronica Greene Smith, asst,
secretary;

Johnnie

Wade

Drum, NY; Josephine Scott,
Ocala; Gladys Krigger Wash

Jones,

ington, Ladsen, SC; Barbara

and Ledressta Rhem Clark,

Stewart

parliamentarian.

Watson,

Ocala;

Demengus Ingram, Ocala; Ike
Scott Jr, Ocala; Margaret
Chambers Gaines, Ocala;

ing to work hard and be seri-

treasurer;

Sharon

Murph Gaitor, asst, treasurer

Summer Program Ends
The More Than One Month
Black Achievers Village of

success with

fiiture.
If you would like to be a vital

hire welfare

addition to the services the
department provides the pub

workforce since October.

part in making a positive diflerence in the lives ofthese youths,

lic,” said Jamerson. “People

established to be responsive;

join them at the celebration on

need information on welfare

Monday or contact Narvella

reform and we want to pro

to inquiries from anyone
interested in learning more

Haynes at 368-9622

vide them with answers to all

about WAGES. Calls to the

Birthday Greetings
Birthday greetings go out to
Kim williams, July 7; Lathan

The toll free number was

their questions as quickly as

new number will be answer-

possible.”

ed Monday-Friday from 8

The wORKPay$ for Flori

am until 5 pm.

Gaines, July 9; Demonica Wil
liams, July 10; Rose Patterson,

We welcome your letters to the editor.

July 13.

You're Getting In Shapefron,pg.<
Because of the buoyant

If you’re trying to lose

top shape is key to your suc-

properties of water, swim

weight, you’ll be glad to

cess. Fortunately, these days

ming jis a low-impact exer
cise for anyone who has

hear that swimming bums

we don’t have the same

calories.

trouble with high-impact

swimming laps for an hour

worries our ancestors did. In
fact swimming was banned

workouts such as running.

bums approximately 288

for a few hundred years for

And, while swimming is

fear of germs in the water,

easier on the body, water

calories-that’s equivalent to
an entire hot-fudge sundae.

adds more resistance to your

But don’t forget, just like

modem technology to keep

workout, which helps build

any other exercise program,

• muscle tone.

For

example,

but they didn’t have the
their pools clean.

keeping your equipment in

ous about what they want. She
has touched the lives of many
people of all nationalities. She
has received many honors for
her accomplishments.

As a fitting tribute to Dr.
walker and the legacy her life
gives to aU, the NAACPW
Volusia chapter declared Jan.
11,1997 Mae walker Day.
Though she has had to
downsize her agenda due to a
back injury, she is not out of
commission. Dr. walker says,
“Despite my many achieve
ments, my most prized ac
complishment is that I am a
Christian, a child of God! For
without God, 1 could not have
accomplished anything!”

Dr. Annie Mae McClary

op Leroy Stevenson. Minister

Dr. walker holds a special

Warren Hardaway and Rev.

place in her heart for the chil

Charles Perry wre student

dren of under-privileged com-

preacher for the week. The

munities and her countless

culminating activity was the

volunteer services in these

banquet held at First UMC

communities reflect her love

Mail
Us At:
weeklychallenger
@hotmail.com

Printing & Typesetting
OW YOU ACT IN A CRISIS SHOWS
H

810 N.W. 25 Avenue • Suite #101
Ocala, Florida 34475
352/351-2582 • 352/351-4732
Fax: 352/351-5785

YOUR TRUE CHARACTER. TEXACO STOOD BY US
DURING AN INCREDIBLY TOUGH TIME.
"We were Texaco's first minority-owned financial firm.

Place your order by fax or phone.
We ship anywhere.
No job too big or too small!

Things were fine until 1994, when our company hit the headlines. I won't go into the
circumstances, but it wasn't pretty. With the negative publicity, Texaco could have dumped us
and nobody would have blinked. Instead of firing our firm, an executive of Texaco came to
visit. He was convinced that this was an isolated incident that didn't reflect our firm as a whole.
We not only kept the business, it has grown. After twenty years on Wall Street, I can spot
tokenism a mile away. I know what's for show and what's real. Texaco just did
what was best for its business. And it was the right thing to do."

TYPE WORLD

"Our Name Says It A ll!"
OPEN 8:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday

:©1997 Texaco

Visit our Web site: http://www.texaco.com

TEXACO
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In Concert
. TAMPA - The Tampa
Bay chapter of the Gospel

Tampa. The theme was “I

Music workshop of Ameri-

Have A Testimony.”

COMMUNITY BULLETIN BOARD
St Petersburg

Mt. Zion MB Church in

July 4th FireWorks, July 12,9 pm
Sunbeams Choir anniversary, July 19

ca sane in concert at the New

Community Meeting, July 10
KidFest ‘97, July 31

Clearwater
Alpha Institute Orientation for Men of Tomorrow, July 12

Ocala
AKA Literary Summit, July 26

Publix
Publix, Supermarkets

Presented By

Appreciation
Day at Pilgrim
Rest
TAMPA - Pilgrim Rest

pants included Beverly God-

MB Church held apprecia-

bolt, Corey Hamlet, Deacon

tion day for the Rev. Robert

James Copeland, Deacons

Earl Reese on June 29. Rev.

Willie Davis and Arizona

Reese has been pastor of Pil

Jenkins, Darlene Johnson,

grim Rest since 1977. Bev-

Beverly Bellamy, Margie

erly J. Bellamy chaired the

Augustine, Sandra Glenn,

event. Co-chairs included

Eulaulia

Mary Buie, Vivian Gray,

Collins, Carolyn Collins,

Darlene Johnson, Johnnie

guest speaker Minister William Taylor and Patricia

M.

Johnson

and

Mary

Rainey. Program partici-

Harris,

Norris

Matthews.

PUBLIX ASSOCIATE

“YOU’LL GET CHEERFUL SERVICE.”
will never knowingly disappoint you. Iffor any reason your
purchase does not give you complete satisfaction, the
'

, '

t- full purchase price will he cheerfully refunded

immediately upon request. We guarantee it.

p

SUPER MARKETS

Where shopping is a pleasure.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
MLR Kicks Off 7th Years In Travel
Business With Fall Black College
Football Trips----- -----------------

from lower left page

folks are really excited about

of bragging to be going on.

going to attend the games

These one-day excursions

already,” says Michael Reid,

MLR Bayou Classic Con-

Circle City Classic in Indi-

nection, the annual all-inclu-

anapolis, IN pitting the Ten-

to Tallahassee are the ideal

sive trip to New Orleans to

nessee State Tigers against

president of MLR Entertain

choice for those who are un

attend the Bayou Classic

the North Carolina A&T

ment. “With all the FAMU
football games in Tallahas

able to obtain hotel rooms,

football game pitting South

Aggies the weekend of Oct.

choose not to drive or are

ern

4, as well as a number of

see taking place during the

not interested in staying

Grambling State. “Since this

regional pro football games

daytime hours this year, we

overnight in Tallahassee. It is

will be (GSU’s head coach)

this fall, upon request.

plan to roadtrip and tailgate

also a great opportunity for

Eddie Robinson’s last game

to all of them and also by

those to support the schools

as head coach, the demand

Tickets for all trips go on
sale July 15 and because of

traveling with all the interest-

while also being able to be

for this weekend is really

the high demand and limited

ed alumni and fans of the

home for Sunday activities.

starting to take off. With all

availability, all reservations

teams that we play this year

“With the games being day-

will be sold on a first come

(Tennessee State, Aug. 30;

time games, we can leave

the calls coming in from
Pinellas and Polk counties

Norfolk State, Sept.

13;

early on each Saturday,

and even Ocala and Talla-

first served basis. As with all
MLR trips, discounts are

Jackson State, Sept. 20;

attend the games and tailgate

hassee, we anticipate taking

available for groups and

Delaware State, Oct. 18) we

festivities and be back in the

at least two motorcoaches

organizations interested in

plan to have some serious,

bay area that evening. The

consisting of folks from all

fund raising opportunities

fun-filled weekend excur

luxury motorcoaches we

of central Florida. We have a

and flexible payment sched-

sions. A number of people

charter always ensure that all

ball in New Orleans every

ules are available for those

from all the schools in the

our excursions will be the

year and this year promises

with budget considerations.

bay area going already know

highest quality, comfort, fun

to be the biggest and best

of each other, so although the

and style,” says Reid.

ever!” MLR

University

against

also

To request brochures or to

has

obtain additional informa-

trips will all be in the interest

In addition to FAMU trips,

arrangements for preparing

tion, contact MLR at 813-

of friendly competition and

reservations are also being

travel packages for people

988-9264 or by e-mail at

taken for the 5th annual

interested in attending the

MLR4YOU@AOL.COM.

camaraderie, we expect a lot

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden & World
Champion Fred McGriff Have in Common?

^•otoooat^s fcy Coo/fcofc

l»ef>st-GOLa COWWIW > Ffc'FiS? MUX

W6W WXW- ?«S«K«t0t

PepsiHelps Tiger Woods Foundation
Bring Golf To Innercity —
: SOMERS, NY - Pepsi: Cola Company has made a

tographs (clockwise from
top
left): Tiger Woods

——

excel. Additional light on
Training a Tiger was shed
via free copies of his book.

years earlier Pepsi had worked in a similar vein with late
bring his sport of choice to

$100,000 commitment to

demonstrated

the Tiger Woods Foundation, helping the inspirational

artistry and “opened his

Marking Pepsi’s commit-

heart” to about 130 young-

ment to the first of four foun-

group expose golf-and the

sters who participated in the

spirit of inclusion-to inner

day-long event. Equally im-

dation clinics, a check for
$250,000 was presented to

will be supporting upcoming

city youths. The founda-

Tiger Woods by Pepsi-Cola

Tiger Woods Foundation

tion’s first junior golf clinic

pressive was the advice of
Earl Woods, Tiger’s father

Company’s Maurice Cox

junior clinics and exhibitions

and exhibition in the New

and president of the founda-

(r), vice president of diversi-

in Memphis, TN on Aug. 4

York area took place June 16

tion. The elder Woods urged

and Miami on Oct. 12.

his

golf

on Randall’s Island.

kids to pursue their own life

ty, and Anthony Pessolana,
vice president of fountain

; In the accompanying pho-

choices with the passion to

sales. Cox noted that 25

tennis legend Arthur Ashe to
Harlem-area youngsters.
Pepsi and other sponsors

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'H
KARRY and WIHH-DIXIE Stores!

MLR Kicks Off 7th Years In
Travel Business With Fall Black
College Football Trips
; TAMPA - According to

to defy the odds and has

number of Florida A&M

statistics, more than 75% of

emerged as one of the pre-

Rattler football contests, as

all small businesses fail

mier travel and destination

well as a to number of other

within five years of existence, but thanks to a combi-

management companies in
the Southeast.

classics

nation of determination, per

To kick off its 7th year in

severance and a commit

business in the Tampa Bay
area, MLR has again pre-

the best fall football match-

pared a number of fun-filled
fall travel excursions to a

lege football in years and

ment to quality service, local
travel planner MLREntertainment, Inc. has continued

major black college footbaIl
throughout

the

nation.
“This fall offers some of
ups we’ve had in black col-

please see upper
right of page

AIRTIME

as low as

$4 .95 mo.

©

• “Free Full Service Car
Wash With Oil Change”
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

since

lose

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

SAVE $3°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, Visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
Car Wash”

$22.99

plus tax

(Reg. $25.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/1/97

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg
(813) 327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

THE
« «
WORKS!!!

SAVE *2“ :
Full Service Car Wash, ■
Polyshell 1000 Wax
System, Undercarriage
Spray & Rust Inhibitor,

.

Air Freshener

■

"“fresh" " T
& SHINE”

SAVE «2“
Full Service
Car Wash
Polish Wax,
Poly Sealant Wax &
Air Freshener

$11.00 plus tax

$9.95 plus tax

(Reg. $13.50)

(Reg. $11.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 8/1/97

1

---------------------——4-

Coupon EXPIRES 8/1/97

"full " ™'
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE $1°°
Soft Cloth Car Wash,
Vacuum Interior,
Windows Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$7.95
(Reg. $8.95)
Coupon EXPIRES8/1/97

VOICEMAIL

as low as $.

9 9 mo.
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Church News
Lakewood United Church
Of Christ Celebrates Just
Peace Awards

Moore’s Chapel African
Methodist Episcopal
Rev. M. Mason Walker and

Church school begins at

members welcome you to

9:30 am with Mose Bell in

July 13, YPD meeting

services on Sunday, July 13.

charge. For transportation,

July 14, trustee board meet

Rev. Walker will preach at

contact Femander Ross.

the 8 and 11 am services.

The women’s growth sem-

Music will be provided by

inar will be held July 18 and

the

Choir,

19. Women’s growth prayer

directed and accompanied by

vigils are held each Wednes-

minister of music Geraldine
Mays. The stewardess and

day at 6 pm.
Vacation Bible School will

usher boards will serve. For

be held July 21-25.

Inspirational

transportation, contact Willie

Prayer Tower

action meeting, 6 pm

ing, 7 pm
July 18 &19, women’s
growth seminar
July 21, lay organization
meeting
July 26, pastor’s aide board
meeting

July 12, steward board
meeting, 6 pm; teens in

F. Bryant.

Bethel AME
Rev. Harry L. Dawkins and

L-R: Sonya Chang, denomination representative; Pastor Kim Welk; Beth
Causey, worship coordinator; and Debbie Rice, Just Peace coordinator.
difference. You have brought

agreed to participate in this

congregation extend a welcome to all for Sunday, July
13 services: 9 am church
school and 10:30 am wor-

Friday, July 4 was indeed a
historic day for Lakewood

hope and courage for those

historic event. Atwater Cafe-

United Church of Christ. On

most vulnerable.”

teria will cater the 12 noon

Don’t miss this spiritual

that date, the 6,000 member

luncheon. A $5 donation is

United Church of Christ

Accepting the award on
behalf of the church were

hour at 10:30 am Class Leaders Day observance on July

denomination awarded the

Pastor Kim Wells, worship

requested.
Lakewood Church, which

ship hour.

13. Plans have been made for

local church its prestigious

coordinator Beth Causey and

was featured in Channel 8’

an outstanding day. There

Just Peace Church of the

Just Peace coordinator Deb-

televised “Bridging the Ra-

will be designated pews for

Year award at its biennial

bie Rice.

cial Divide” presentation has

each class, invited friends
and for visitors also. The

synod in Columbus, OH.

Lakewood United Church

a membership of some 100

Norman Jackson, executive

of Christ, located at 2601

parishioners of which about

speaker is Rev. Anita Davis

one-third are African Ameri-

of Bethel Christian Metho
dist Church, Sarasota.

director of the denomina-

54th Avenue S, will hold a

tion’s office for church in

celebration service and lun-

cans. Four of the 12 member

society, states that Lakewood

cheon on Sunday, July 13

church council are African

was selected “because the

beginning at

Americans. They are Mattie

bers class meets from 6 to 7

10:30

am.

Each Monday, new mem

committee feels your public

Mayor David Fischer, Coun

Leseur, Marcia McGhee,

pm. AU members are urged

witness and concern for jus

cilmen Frank Peterman Jr.

Debbie

to attend.

tice and peace have made a

and Larry Williams have

Prayer Tower Hosts
Youth Congress

Rice

and

I.W.

Get your tickets now! Dis-

Williams.

count tickets are available for

service, the Sertoma Club

the national Gospel play-

agreed to donate the top half

wright Michael Matthews’

of their scout uniforms.

WzcAed Ways at the Mahaf

On July 27, the trustees will

fey Theater, July 19 at 8 pm

hold Trustee Day service on

and Sunday, July 20 at 7:30

the 3rd Sunday of July. The

pm. Contact Minister Isaac

speaker will be Rev. Rut-

Prayer Tower, 1137 37th

Ruffin for tickets. For more

ledge, accompanied by his

Street S, will observe the

details, call 822-2089.

congregation.

33rd anniversary of its pastor,

Bethel Troop 275 does

Mark your calendars for

community service under the

monthly lay meeting, July

capable leadership of Scout-

21; deb-mstrs ceremony in

master Nate Williams and

Daytona Beach, 6 pm; July

10, Bible Based Church,

Cub leader Jimmy Wright.

28-30, Christian Education

Rev. Earl Mason

Boy Scout Troop 275 partic-

Congress, Daytona Beach.

42nd state youth congress at

workshops were held on single women, instruction on

Their theme was “Holiness

wills and trusts, ministerial

Is the Right Way.” About

Bible instruction for young

500 youth from eastern Flori

ministers and the election of

da attended. Activities such

Miss Youth Congress.

bowl, spelling bees, drill

youth worshipped and gave

teams, computer math contest and many others were

praise to God for being first

Copeland
Sunday, July 20,11:30 am,

Monday, July 14, Bible-

Parents are urged to bring

service project which con

to participate in each event at

Tuesday, July 15, Pente

sisted of planting trees and

6 pm: youth church, Christ

costal Temple, Elder William

repairing the boardwalk at

ian Education, YPDers and

Anderson

the Boyd Hill Nature Trail.

youth choir practice. It is

As an incentive for the boys’

important to meet on time.

-j »i

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Queen Street COGIC, Elder

way COGIC, Elder Sylvester Reeves

Anthony Conage and at 5:30
pm, St. Paul MB Church,
Rev. J.L. Holloway
For information, call 3210670 from 10:30 am to 2:30

Wednesday,

July

16,

Bethel Community,

Rev.

pm, Monday-Friday.

After the clouds, the sunshine, After the winter, the spring
After the shower, the rainbow, For lfe is a changeable thing
After the night, the morning, Bidding all darknesfcfffsef‘

After life s cares and sorrows, The confort and sweetness of peace.

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church
2550 9th Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

Early Morning Worship...... ••..... .. 7:00 a.m.
Sunday School...........................................9:30a.m.
Morning Worship..................
10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................... 4:30 p.m.
Communion........... 7:00 a.m. & 11.00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.................................. 7:30 p.m.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

Islamic Services

Friday, Macedonia Freewill Baptist, Bishop John

Pre-service, Thursday, July

their children each Thursday

"The church Where Everybody Is Somebody"

Masjid Al-Muminin

Carl Rhodes

The Sweetness Of Peace

in their lives.

With Allah’s Name,
The Merciful Benefactor, The MercifiiI Redeemer

Thursday, July 17, Mt.
Olive Primitive Baptist, Rev.

14-20 at 7:30 pm nightly.

ipated in a very successful

“/ have tried to be honest. To be honest is to confront the truth. How
ever unpleasant and inconvenient the truth may be, I believe we must
expose andface it if we are to achieve a better quality ofAmerican life.”

Throughout the week, the

as cavalcade of youth, Bible

ManueI Sykes

Elder Clarence Welch, July

and productive community

The Churches of God of - . enjoyed by tfie youth attending. During the week various
Eastem Florida held their
Prayer Tower June 17-22.

Elder Clarence Welch

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.

3762 18th Avenue South, SL Pete

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil

PHONE: 896-6722

Galilee Missionary

Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship..................................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School .............
....9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship .........
11:00 a.rm
Baptist Training Union.....................................................5:00 p.m"
Bible Study/Prayer Service ..................Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ............................‘...6:00 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

.-7
A/
//

327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

"Church

Services

Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Sunday School...... ...........8:45 a.m.

Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

Worship Service ....................10 a.m.

7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

Prayer Services

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00

....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

Bible Study........... . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

St. Joseph Church

FRIDAY
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Catholic DioCese of St. Petersburg
Masses: Saturday 5:15 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.
The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood
2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School..............................
10:00 a m
Morning Worship.............................................. 11:30 a m
YPWW......................................
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship.......................................
7:30p.m.
Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Order of Service from the
African-American Catholic Hymnal

Mt. Zion Primitive
Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School

........ .9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

.... . .11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bealsville Church Of God
2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
MomingService: 11:30 a.m;
Mid-week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodis
EpiscopAL Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
Sunday SchooI:

(813) 327-0593
9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship:

Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.
God Be

The Glory”
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Church News
Shirley Caesar, First Lady of Gospel

Pleasant Grove
Missionary Baptist
Auxiliary Day will be

service. All presentations will

and her autobiography, The

observed on Sunday, July 13

be made at this time. Attire

Lady, The Melody and The

at the 7 and 11 am and 3:30

for the occasion is white with

Thursday, #2 Choir and

Word, set for publication in

pm services. All choirs will

the coordinating color of

Gospel Chorus rehearsals,

August ‘97, Shirley’s sense

render music at 7 and 11 am

your respective

of herself and her purpose

and all usher boards will

Dinner will be served after

7:30 pm
Friday, drill team rehearsal,

has never been clearer or

the 3:30 pm service. Gladys

6:30 pm; teachers meeting, 7

communicated with more

serve.
St Mark pastor, Rev. Brian

D. Newton and Ruth D.

authority. As she continues

Brown, choirs and congrega-

Johnson are event chairs.

pm
Saturday, Angelic Choir re-

to bring the roots of tradi-

tion will share in the 3:30 pm

Wednesdays,

uniform.

children/

tional Gospel alive to con-

youth Bible study, adult prayer meeting/Bible study, 7:30

hearsal, 1 pm; youth and
WIA meetings, 4 pm

temporary audiences, it’s
easy to understand why The
Washington

Post

called

Shirley Caesar “one of the

Galilee MB Church
Galilee’s annual revival,

MB Association and is an

the parents of one son, Frank

adding “she can twist, corn-

which began July 7, contin-

instructor at the Florida Bible

O’Harroll Jr.

press and enhance a lyric a

ues through July 11. Evange- •

College and Seminary in

dozen ways without aban-

list for the week is the Rev.

Lakeland. He has served as

and guest devotion leaders

' doning her central message

Frank O’Harroll, pastor of

psator of New Bethel since

provide song and praise ser-

New Bethel Baptist Church •

1992. The native Mississip-

vice nightly at 7 pm. The

of Winter Haven.

pian is a graduate of Selma

revival workshop was held

(AL) University

the

the week of June 30-July3
and was conducted by the

greatest singers of our time,”

of affirmation.”
Shirley Caesar has flourished for over four decades.

Rev. O’Harroll currently

And with each successive

serves as vice president of the

North American School of

year, the accolades and

Congress of Christian Work

Technology at Hattiesburg.

Rev. Samuel L. Maxwell,

accomplishments continue

ers for the Union Foreign

He and his wife Margaret are

pastor of First Baptist Church

and

of Progress Village, Tampa.

to pour in. A 16-time Grammy nominee, Shirley has
compiled more nominations
than any Gospel artist in
Grammy history and won
more than any female Gos-

All Nations Church Of God
By Faith —---------------- -----All Nations, 3000 4th Ave-

will take place at 7:30 pm on

youths of the city to praise the

nue S, presents the first

July 19 at the church. Direc-

Lord and celebrate the Sun-

anniversary of the new Sun-

Shirley Caesar’s outreach

tors Butts and Wainwright

beams’ anniversary. Johnnie

beams Choir, consisting of

convention choir album, Just

say, “Please join us as we

L. Williams, pastor.

children ages 2-11. The event

come together with other

pel artist, winning her 9th
Grammy this year for the

A Word. She was also a featured artist on the Grammys
in 1996, performing to an
international audience of

SHIRLEY CAESAR

W

Shirley Caesar did not

ents as Mahalia Jackson and
the revered forebearers of

one of Gospel’s truly great

First Lady of Gospel lightly.

Gospel music.

is one of but a handful of

She earned it every step of

■ With the release of her new
album, A Miracle in Harlem,

legacy of such legendary tal-

the way. Long recognized as

and historic figures, Shirley
artists qualified to share the

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS
TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER

Peace

ing the auditorium immedi-

After the clouds, the sunshine

ately to its feet, she was

After the winter, the spring

backed by proteges Whitney

After the shower, the rainbow

Houston, CeCe Winans and

For life is a changeable thing

Hezekiah Walker, representing just a handful of count-

After the night, the morning

less

admirers

both

the

throughout

industry

anil

the

"world Who" acknowledge
and celebrate Shirley’s
defining influence on mod-

419 5th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33701

2120 19th St. $., St. Pete • 896-5228

7:00 PM....................................... A.i.BlBLE STUDY................................... TUESDAY

All Nations Church of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S.«St, Petersburg, FL
" ' <
327-5926 ’ 327-2656

Sunday School ........................................ 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......... .-h t................ 11 a.m.
Night Worship .. . .
..... . .................... 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class
........... .8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .~ 7:, ............. 8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service ..r
.............. 8 p.m,
Saturday Sabbath School . 7;................ 11 a.m.
... Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

~fhe comfort and sweetness of
peace.

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(813) 894-5246_/_823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., MD1V., D. Min.
Rastor-Counselor

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Trinity PRESBYTERIAN Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

Dr. Frederick D. Terrv

St. Jolin Missionary Baptist
.

3200 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Steve Thomas, Pastor

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
30Q1 18th Avenue-South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., Pastor

EARLY Morning Worship 8 a.m.

Early Morning Worship 8 a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)

SUNDAY School 9:30 A.m.
LATE Morning Worship 11 A.m.
Bible STUDY & PrAyer MeeTing Wed. 7 p.m.
Come join us each Sunday for any or all of th ese services.
You are welcome.

Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.

Church School............. ............................... . .9:30 a.m.

Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)
Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)
“Oh, Come Let Us Praise The Lord!"

Unity Temple Of Truth Church
Sunday Morning Service . . . .11:00 a.m.-12 Noon

Morning Worship .................................................11 a.m.

Sunday School and Youth Education

Baptist Training Union ..................... .. .5 p.m.

.10:00 a.m.

Sunday Morning Adult Class..................... 9:30 a.m.

Evening Worship . ...... i........................ .. .6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting

(813) 898-2457
Prayer Line 1-800-308PUSH

Thursday ... .................................... ............... . .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.

Communion Service 5 p.m. (1st Sundays)

511 Prescott St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
The Church of the “Daily Word”

Schedule of Services

. .9:00 a m.
.10:30 a, na.
. .7:00 p, m.
. .5:00 p, m.
. .7:00 p. m.
. .7:00 p. m.

After life’s cares and sorrows ,

“Everyone Is Welcome”

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning BibIe Class . .
Sunday Morning Worship ....
Ladies Bible Class Monday. .
Sunday Evening Worship • • • •
Monday Evening Bible Class’ .’.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

820 20th Street SouthSt. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Bidding all darkness cease;

I am home in Heaven, dear ones
Oh so happy and so bright
there is perfect joy and beauty
In this everlasting light
All the pain and grief is over
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Every restless tossing passed
I am now at peace forever
Safety home in Heaven at last.

Church: 898-3838 • Res: 821-9501
Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Service Friday 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Tuesday Morning
9 a.m.

9:00 AM........................................ CHURCH SCHOOL.......................... SUNDAY
5:00 RM................................ FELLOWSHIP & DINNER...................... TUESDAY

«
2

Sunday School ..................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............. .............11 ;00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study..................
.........7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . .6:00 p.m. ;

Bible Holiness
Church of God in Christ

10:30 AM.................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ...................SUNDAY

6 00 PM.................................... ,.PRAYER§ERyiCES ...................... TUESDAY
7:30 PM............................ MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.................. THURSDAY
Join us for any of biir services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING: PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

10th Street Church Of God

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

The Sweetness Of

over 1-billion people. Bring-

em Gospel music.

come by her crown as the

,

Guest choirs from the city

affiliated with Unity School of Christianity,
Unity Village, Missouri
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Church News
Anointed, Other Dove Award Winners Head
Lineup At Night OfSfoy------Curtis Chapman, New Artist

of the Year Jaci Velasquez
and Group of the Year Jars
of Clay. Rounding out the
lineup

of contemporary

Christian music acts are
Newsong and Sarah Masen.
The celebration, which
requires a special admission
ticket, begins at 8:30 pm
after regular Magic Kingdom operating hours and
continues until 1 am each
night. Performers present
concerts on stages throughout the park and party-goers
can also enjoy popular
Magic Kingdom attractions
such as Space Mountain,
Splash Mountain and Big
Thunder Mountain during
Night of Joy hours.
Anointed is among five

Awards

in

two

years,

Anointed has earned a Stel
lar Award for best perfor-

Pastor Lyons and members

mance by a group or duo,

invite you to join them for

at 7 pm. Transportation is

contemporary, a Grammy

Sunday services at 8 and 11

provided. You are welcome

nomination for best contemporary and soul Gospel

am. The Praise Team, Youth

to attend Thursday Bible

and Angelic Choirs and #2

study at 12 noon. Meet us for

album

usher board will serve.

Saturday mid-day prayer

and

a

Nashville

Chapman familiar to the
event as a featured artist in
1990,1992,1993 and 1995.
In fact, Anointed is relatively new to the Christian
music scene, rising from vir
tual anonymity to become
one of the best-known vocal
groups in just four years.
Their 1997 Dove Award for
“Under the Influence” was
just the latest in a surge of
acclaim for a sound that has
earned honors as contemporary, urban, soul Gospel and
rhythm and blues.
Both

Christian

and

night NBC and Bible study

music award nomination for

The Nurture for Baptist

best R&B album.
With the strong lineup of

Churches is currently in its

hour, 12 noon.
Family ministry

summer format. There is to

Naomi S. Dunbar and her

new artists, Night of Joy

be study in church policy,

committee are busy planning

now has been a showcase

evangelism,

for the Old Fashioned Fami-

for 57 Christian music acts
since Leon Patillo headlined

nance, auxiliary leadership

Christian

fi-

chair

Night of Joy event in 1984.

ly fellowship. This activity is
and Christian family life. The
one for the whole family and
Red Circle and Sunshine lh will include food, fun, games
Band have begun mid-week ISS arid prizes. Members are
studies for children and W
asked to put July 25,5 pm on
youth. These studies in a
their calendar and let’s have a

Most nights have been ad

walk through the Bible are to

the first Night of Joy in September 1983. Amy Grant
headlined the first two night

vance sellouts.

acts in this year’s musically
diverse lineup who are new
to Night of Joy-with only

Bethels
Metropolitan

great family fellowship!
assure continuous growth
•$:.Ju}jfki3, Victory Sunday
throughout the sumw^ kickoff;-25th, family fellowmonths. We encourage youry - birth month recepattendance at the Wednesday" > 74

New Philadelphia Church
been re-scheduled for July

expected to Ha
be ntviooM*
present. Sub
ject for the month is “Unity

14-18. All teachers and vol-

in community through teach-:

unteers are expected to be

ing of God’s word.”

< t.

Vacation Bible School has

_.J All
All members
...
background.
are urged to attend.
Mid-week prayer and guid-

ance sessions are being held

present prior to the beginning

The subject of unity will

of each evening session. Per-

also be the sermon focus dur

Members meet to seek God’s

sons in need of transportation

ing mid-morning worship on

direction as we proceed fur

should contact Lionel Mc-

Sunday. Pastor Gaskin will

ther in our building ministry.

Gee, director.
All Wisdom school teach

survey through the sermon

Interested members ate invit-

“Unity, Vision, Reality and

ed to pray; prayer gathering

ers will meet at 2 pm on Sat-

Reliance.” Old

Testament

is at 6:15 pm. Members are,

urday for the monthly plan-

references from Joshua, Isri-

ning session. Lessons for the

iah and New Testament §p-

also encouraged to remain
§of$i®e,gwdy.

month will be discussed and

phasis from Matthew and

planned. All members are

Hebres will be the scriptural

prior to discipleship class.

mainstream markets have
LAKE BUENA VISTA“Hey, Anointed, now that
you’ve repeated as a Dove
Award winner for Christian
music excellence, what are

you going to do next?”

for Urban Recorded Song,

Why, they’re going to Walt
Disney World Resort!
Fresh from winning a GoS
pel Mtisic Association honor

the trio from Columbus, OH
will be among four Dove
Award winning acts headlining the 15th annual Night

Friendship MB
Church
We invite you to worship

The speaker will be the Rev.

with us on Sunday and dur-

Corey Hodges and the St.

ing the week.

Mary’s Male Chorus will

The Male Chorus will pre

render song service, all pro-

sent a 100 men plus program

ceeds to toward the building

on Sunday, July 13 at 4 pm.

fund. Come out to this ser

The theme is “The Unity of

vice and enjoy Jesus.

of Joy in the Magic King
dom theme part at Walt Disney World Resort on Sept.
T2-12. They’ll be joined by t

Artist of the Year Steven

joined in the chorus of praise
for siblings Steve Crawford
and Da’dra Crawford Greathouse and their friend
Denise “Nee-C” Wafts. KT’
addition to four Dover

Hew ^Philadelphia Community Church
7ie Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, FL 33733

1500 N.

Pennsyl vamai Aveni
Av
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Churcn Phone; 443-1945 Parsonage:

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

446-6056

.
,
,
Sunday Services
Sunday School......... ......... ..............................
Morning Worship...... ...................

Q.2n

Baptist training union..................

a nn

Evening Worship......................................

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

„

Residence: 894-5094
Mid-Morning Worship Service................. ..
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School.......................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)....., A. .7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday)............... 6:00 p.m.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

................. A fin

Weehlu Services..................................

Sunday Morning Services

Sunday School........................................................................9:30 XM/j
Morning Worship ..............................................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study ................................................Wed. 6:30
Adult Bible Stupy & Prayer Service .... .Wed. 7:00

Ihe church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Sunday Services
Sunday School ............................... 10:30 a.m
K£?.n„$ervice.................................................12noon
YPWW ..............................................6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship....................................... 7:30p.m.
Weekly Service begins at 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Tuesdays, Tarry Service, Wednesdays
"Where the Lord’s Spirit and Blessings Flow Gently."

Ryv.^Cui’Uss L. Long, Pastor

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg/FL 33712
Rev. Charles Ro^msprL^stor

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

,

Phone: 323-7518

Rev. Wayne

G.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.nf SfLy Sdibol 9-30 a m
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds 6-30 p m
Prayer Meeting Wecft^S)
'

Thompson, Pastor

S^S^f'SCHOOL - 9:30 A.M,
Morning Worship -11 :OO a.m.

Bible Study McK
Co-ed and Adult Bible Stu^T^'^o p m
Support Group Every Sunday. 6-QQ p.pji.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every SuniSf

Come Worship With
the Thi rst Baptist Family

DIAL-..A-PEV°TION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
(“The church with a heart in the heart of’the city") ’ ’

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

We welcome you at all times.

3774 19th Avenue S., St. Pete, FL
Elder Sylvester Reeves, Pastor

’

GREATER Mt. ZioN ATricAN
Methodist Episcopal Church

3144

Bibleway Church of
God In Christ

pm

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

First Baptist Institutional Church

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L. Holloway
Sunday School.............................g:3o a.m.
Morning Worship ................. ..
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

pm-

m’
p.m.

“The Church That's Moving Forward Together”

Greater 8t. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Donald F. Browne

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Church Pfione: 822-4869

'WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER pf ATTRACJiON

St. John Missionary
narv Baptist Ckurck i!

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712

Rev. Larry Lewis, Assistant Pastor

Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
IDeacon Ministry............................................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
■Finance Ministry................................ ........................................................... James Robinson
IChildren & Youth Ministry........................................... ............ ..
Joyce Robinson
[Clerk Ministry.............................. ............ ...................................................Wyvonnia McGee
“A Church With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

Men Sharing God’s Word.”

Travelers Rest
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

955 20th StreerSouth, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Z „ J Phone: 894-4311
Sunday
8^00 a.m.
Worship*Sernce.
z:00 a.m. * 9:00 a.m. *11:15 a.m.
New Membership Class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.;
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Adult arxhrauth)

912 -

3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Sunday Worship ..............................BR .10:30 a.m
Sunday School ..............

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

A/so offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, daycare, after school care,
boy scouts, private school.

:

„„„

„ ................. h' ■*...............9:00 a.m
Prayer Serv.ee/Blble Study ........... .. J
7:00
Junior Church Fellowship ..................... Thure 6;00 £
Tutonng ................................Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m
The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkitis, M. Div., Pastor

widesays:
the doorand in the name of Christ andepeas
O^lSd
"COME!"
Transportation^ Available
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Church News
A Church Built On The Apostolic Faith
as his frame of reference,

competitors, he was decid-

and led it to higher heights

among other religious insti-

Daddy Grace taught that

edly a threat. On many occa-

and deeper depths in Christ

tutions and non-profit oiga-

God had a house and that

sions, Daddy Grace and

Jesus. Bishop McCollough

nizations which

passed away in early 1991.-

seek his advice or opportuni-

“The United House of

actively

God’s house had a name. He

many of his followers were

taught that God’s kingdom is

arrested and had to appear in

Today, the Honorable S.C.

ty to joint venture with him.

a perpetual kingdom and that

court. He often received

(Sweet Daddy) Madison is

Daddy Madison has contin-

you must be bom again of

threats on his life, but kept on

on the threshold to fulfill the

ued the McCollough schol-

the Spirit in order to live with

preaching. One of the princi-

agenda of his predecessor.

arship college fund and sup-

God perpetually. He taught

ples of the Gospel of Christ

As bishop, he is over 132

plemented it with the first

of giving praises to God in

taught by Daddy Grace

congregations situated in 25

lady scholastic achievement

dance and with instruments,

which provoked controversy

awards program for thou-

concepts now being prac
ticed in the Christian world

and was controversial even

states across the nation. Daddy Madison has personally

in Jesus’ day, was the con-

directed

at large.

cept of one man leadership.

sands of young people.

unequaled

All United Houses of Pray-

nationwide building pro-

er for All People Churches

an

traveled

The creed of our faith, Jen-

gram of new Houses of

and other ventures are debt

throughout the segregated

nings explained, is: “We be-

Prayer, new low-cost hous-

free at the time of dedication.

South of the 1920s and ‘30s

lieve in the Almighty God,

ing developments, parson-

All pastors and the bishop

preaching to integrated con-

maker of heaven and earth.

ages,

work without a paid salary,

gregations. The structures he

We believe in Jesus Christ,

malls, etc., bearing the dis-

receiving

Daddy

United House of Prayer for All People

from pg. 1'

Grace

commercial/retail

only

free-will

preached in were mostly

His only begotten Son who

tinctive Madison signature

donations. All members pay

large barn-type buildings

was conceived by the Holy

and style of architecture.

tithes, which are not used to

with floors consisting of

Ghost and crucified for the

wood shavings covering the

redemption of the sins of the

has successfully completed

ground. In later years, Daddy

people so that all men would

and dedicated unto God 81

The vision leadership to

Grace was able to build bet-

have a right to the tree of life.

Houses of Prayer alone

enhance the properties along

ter facilities for the parish

We believe in water baptism

besides numerous residential

22nd Street S has brought a

ioners. In fact, under Daddy

for the repentance of sin. We

dwelling units. The develop-

new sense of pride and com

Grace’s

the

believe that you must be

In just six short years, he

operate the church, but to
extend the ministry.

century and the call by God
of Bishop C.M. ‘Sweet

10,000 religions in the US.

labeIed his ministry “a cult.”

ment projects of the United

mitment to the neighboring

The large number is most

Bishop Grace built the first

bom again of the Holy Ghost

House of Prayer now stand

property. The church was

Daddy’ Grace. We refer to

House of Prayer became

assuredly bolstered by the

House of Prayer in West

and we believe in one leader

as visible beacons of hope in

recognized by the city of St.

our bishop as daddy, the

owners of property including

fact that in America we have

Wareham, MA in 1919. He

prestigious apartment build

as the ruler of the kingdom

formerly blighted and decay-

Petersburg with a first place

leader of the children of the

freedom of religion. When

traveled extensively around

of God.”

ing communities throughout

beautification award and a

kingdom and we refer to

ings in New York City and

tolic faith throughout the

Daddy Grace came and

the country establishing Uni-

Daddy Grace passed away

America. His pre-eminent

Sunshine

God as Father of the chil-

housing in Los Angeles, CA

world among all people. The
leadership of the church

established the House of

ted Houses of Prayer for All

and Norfolk, MA His fore-

on Jan. 12,1960 and his suc-

dren,” explained Sarah Jen-

success in revitalizing nu-

award by City Council chair

Prayer in America, in the

People, and most important-

sight dismayed many of his

cessor Bishop W. McCol-

nings, the church’s first lady.

merous inner-city communi

Ernest Fillyau. The pastor

early years through lack of

ly, preaching the Gospel of

lough took over the reign of t

Reportedly, there are over

critics. To many contempo-

ties in our nation is the sub-

understanding, the media

Jesus Christ. Using the Bible

rary ministers, who were his

his far-flung organization

ject of much discussion

extends a warm welcome to
the community.

Prayer for All People is
indeed a church that is sustained by its covenant which
is to perpetuate the doctrine
of Christianity and the Apos-

stems back to the early 19th

Traveler’s Rest
Rev. Browne and congre

The deacons/deaconesses

gation invite everyone to

will observe their anniver

attend all worship services. If

sary on Sunday, July 20.

you need transportation, call
the church at 822-4869.

The

monthly

Greater Mt.
Zion AME

business

Sunday

meeting will be held on Fri
day, July 11 at 7 pm.

Pastor Charles Robinson
and congregation invite you

committee will sponsor an
old fashioned day service on

school is followed by 11 am

Thursday, July 10, mid-day

,to,,^rship with them this

Bible study, 11 am
Saturday, July 12, #2 usher
board rehearsal, 10 am

Sunday. The Inspirational
Choir will provide music for
the 7:30 am service and the
#2 Choir for 11 am worship

the 3rd Sunday of Septem- bet- Hitler Todd Reed will i

The

9:30

am

worship service.
Sunday evening Bible
study is held at 6 pm.
Vacation Bible School
begins on Monday, July 14
from 7 to 9 pm and ends on

Wednesday prayer/praise
services will be cancelled on
July 16 due to VBS.

Friday, July 18.

Musical
Extravaganza
Bethel’s Mass Choir and the

hold

theme

its annual musical

is “All

Praises.”

extravaganza at 5 pm on

Come and enjoy some of the

Sunday, July

finest choirs in the Tampa

13 at the

church, 1045 16th Street S.

Bay area.

The women’s ministry will

stewardship at 7:30 pm.
Revival will be held during

hold its first retreat July 11-12

August at the 11 am service.

in Tampa. For more informa-

So come out and let your

tion, call the church.

souls be revived again.

service.

Church

begins at 9:30 am.

activities: Monday

study at 6 pm, Tuesday pray

for the occasion is Rev. J.D.

er meeting at 7 pm and

Johnson, pastor of St. James

Wednesday Vintage Bible
study at 11 am.

AME, Qearwater.

Samaritan

Baptist

Fellowship

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship, Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
* “ \

i

Problems

First. Mt Zion

Church

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ... ..... .Morning Service
9:45 a.m. ......................... .Sunday School
11:00 a.m. ........ .Worship Service
5:00 p.m. .

That would brighten the Iife or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road —

and every one of us. How
often do you think of
thanking God for all that
He has given you?

So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live we unselfishly give.
Helen Steiner Rice

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

Grand Central Progressive
Baptist Church
1401 - 18th Ave. S. • St. Pete, FL 33705
Rev. Clark Hazley, Sr., Pastor • 896-6843
Sunday School 10 a.m. / Morning Worship Service 11 a.m.

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

.. .B.T.U.

“The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

Wednesday Bible Study................................... 7:30 p.m.
Choir No. 1, Thursday............... ............ .. .7:30 p.m.
Rehearsal, Saturday Evening......................... 4:30 p.m.
“The Church where God is Love and you are Loved."

(I

pp

\Sfsftors Welcome

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
Morning Worship........................................*................ 8:00 a.m:
Sunday School.......... ............... ............. ..... ...... ........ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship... ........ ...... ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed....... ............... 7:00 p.m.

The Church Where Everyone is welcome

Friendship
Missionary Baptist
2315 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
7 ■' '
• '■. .
. •
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
Prayer Meeting Thursday 7:30 PM
“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.’

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121
Sunday Worship
Sunday School...........10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship...... 11:30 am Evening Wor tip............6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .................. .
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.........................................
The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

321-3545

3rd century

Weekly Activities

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Baptist

To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

» Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

Missionary

And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship........ .......... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School....... ......... ........... . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........ ........... .......11:00 a.m.

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give -

Spirit which created each

Bible

anniversary at 5 pm. Speaker

Time is not measured by the years that you live

works of the Lord, especially
His
creation,
mankind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on a
child's face...the beauty of
enduring love...these are
all revelations of that

Join us for our weekly

On Sunday, July 13, the #1

Ambassador

The Joy of Unselfish Giving
How wonderful are the

The love and unity day

The event is sponsored by

Good

school

During August,
Rev.
Robinson will be teaching

usher board will celebrate its

• Bethel Community will

speak at 7:30 am and Pastor
Robinson at 11 am.

leadership,

..7:00 pm
..6:30 pm

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

ALfc

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F

E
L
L

GRACE

Except God build the
bouse they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER
O

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30
wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

W
S

H
I
P

Phone

(813)328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

GREATER LIGHT
AME Zion Church Inc.
1400 - 9th (MLK) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • (813) 823-3611
Pastor: Rev. Harry Jones
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Friday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.
"EVERYONE IS WELCOME"
And Remember That Jesus IsThe Light Of The World!

Sun.

Mexnhiy Stevie©

7.30 AM
AM
IfeOO AM

Sun, Surx&xy School & 0n&ntet$an Ctaw
Sug. Morning
Communion
$un««y>
Sun. &/TU
lues fToyet Meeting & Bible Stuay
/ *•«>.

JXw

xaitf
fit* hew# xf ift*

fcOO PM
4.4$ RM
X>OO AM & TiOO PM

T'olnn 132:1

REV, FREO L MAXWELL, PASTOR

I
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ENTERTAINMENT
TNT Presents ‘The New Adventures of Robin Hood’
world heavyweight full contact karate champion in 1995

AHN Presents the Broadcast
Premiere of 6 Slaughter’

to pursue a career in acting.
To date, he has appeared in
the features Mortal Kombat
for Newline, Blood Moon
for Carolco and Shootfighter
The second season of 77ze
New Adventures of Robin
Hood premieres on TNT
Monday, July 14 at 10 pm
(ET) and will run through
the fall of this year. The New
Adventures of Robin Hood,
which debuted in January
1997 to the highest-ever rating for a launch of a onehour original series on basic
cable, is a tongue-in-cheek
action-packed series featuring Matthew Porretta in the
title role and Barbara Griffin
Hakim Alston has been

(TNT) offers you a first look

cast as Kemal, a trained war

at Hakim Alston, the newest

rior of the highest order in

Alston is a 4th degree black

star of its original series The

fighting as well as the philo-

belt who retired as ISKA

New Adventures of Robin

sophical arts. In the series,

world heavyweight kickbox-

Hood.

the

ing champion and PKL

character

will

fight

alongside Robin Hood in

as the leather-clad Marion

their weekly battles.

(now every bit Robin’s equal

Clearwater Man Is Member of
US Army Soldier Show
Army Pfc. Tony J. Bryant

can

Heritage

1259

Nicholson Street, Qearwater, is a member of the 1997
US Army Soldier Show, a
collection of the Army’s
most talented performer touring 21 states, as well as

on and off the battlefield).

broadcast

premiere

Center entertainment division and opens to packed

non-stop

The African Heritage Net-

der. AHN’s Movie of the

work’s hosts Ossie Davis

Month series is brought to

and Ruby Dee are one of the

you by AT&T. Slaughter airs

entertainment

on WWWBG-TV July 21 at

couples. Their film, televisiort and stage careers extend

day say that Jim Brown ever

live with Jim Brown being
the black Richard Gere.”

The first library in the
U.S. was established at
Harvard University in 1638.

With just as much action as

over 50 years.

The African Heritage Network (AHN) 'Movie of the
Month' series, hosted by Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee
presented broadcast premiere of Slaughter for the
month of July 1997.

PETERSBURG

-

Qaude Van Damme film,

Johnson, drama instructor
and director of the theater
department at St. Petersburg

Center, 111118th Avenue S,

Junior’ College, teaches theA

. has added a new weekly

two-hour class and is assist-

class for children and adults.
A theater arts workshop is
now offered on Wednesdays

ed by M. Tate Tenorio.
For more information, call
892-5891 or 823-5764.

from 6 to 8 pm. Dr. Sybil

KidFest ‘97

Berlin during World War I.
During the tour, Bryant will
serve as an audio technician
during the performances. A
1991 graduate of Qearwater
High School, Bryant is nor
27 other talented musicians

mally assigned to the 307th

eling is part of the job for

and performers, their sum-

Signal Battalion at Camp

most soldiers. But for the son

mer traveling will take them

Carroll, South Korea.

of a Clearwater couple and

over 50,000 miles.

10 am to 7 pm and on Friday,

chance to participate in con-

Aug. 1 from 10 am to 4 pm.

tests, win prizes, enjoy live

Aimed at keeping children

entertainment

- With

and

the

only feature film package

can actors, producers and
directors since movie mak
ing began. AHN airs in 92
markets across the country.

Stella Stevens, Don Gordon and many others.

‘Beloved’Begins Shooting
photography

Set in Ohio after the Qvil

began on June 25 on Touch-

War, Beloved follows the

stone Pictures’ compelling

story of a woman who

Principal

drama

Beloved,

Oscar

nominated

play

in the learning mode all year,

hands-on games, children

KidFest features interactive

and their families are invited

educational

to attend Brandon Town-

Children and a variety of

Center’s 3rd annual KidFest

entertainment. Admission is

on Thursday, July 31 from

free for children/families.

activities for

quite literally haunted by its
heritage.

Oprah

Winfrey and Danny Glover,
announced Joe Roth, chair
of the Walt Disney Studjos.;.
ttnd Donald De Line, president of Touchstone Pictures.
The film will be directed by
Academy Award

winner

Jonathan Demme from the
and

Adam

Brooks. The film, which is
being produced in assoeia-

SUNSHINE CITY ELKS
LODGE
1331 * 18TH AVE SO.
813-823-1169

tion with Harpo Films and

JULY 12,1997
9:00PM - 1:30AM

the unforgettable Pulitzer
Prize, wjnning novel

by

Nobel Laureate Toni Morri
son.

Jonathan

Demme,

Edward Saxon, Oprah Win-

BEST DRESS OUTFIT
AND DOOR PRIZES

frey and Kate Forte are the
producers with Gary Goetz-

DONATION: $3.00

man and Ron Bozman serv
ing as executive producers.
Filming will take place in

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR
THE MIND

escaped from slavery but is

starring

Clinica Estetico, is based on
a

BRANDON

of

showcasing African-Ameri

Hall of Famer Jim Brown (above) stars as ex-green
beret captain Slaughter, who is all vengeance as he
strikes down the criminals that murdered his par
ents. Slaughter also stars Marlerie Clark, Rip Torn,

Gravenese

established by Sgt. Irving

Movie

which focuses on movies

tions across the country, as

soldiers concept was first

AHN’s

Month series is the first and

any Steven Segal or Jean

Davis Center Adds
Theater Arts
Workshop ——
ST.

industry’s

most Well-known and gifted

11 am.
“I would not even to this

from athlete to actor. I can

killers.

Don Gordon.

revenge for his parents’ mur-

a great football player he

parents’

Tom, Stella Stevens and

brute strength, while seeking

became a great actor to what

his

includes Marlene Clark, Rip

action, powerful guns and

screenplay by Richard La-

ic. The soldiers entertaining

CLEARWATER - Trav-

of

Slaughter’s ensemble cast'

houses at 44 Army installawell as throughout the Pacif

Tony J. Bryant

sury Department, in search

Hall of Famer Jim Brown,

making the true transition

gram at the Enoch Davis

munity and Family Support

assistance of the USTrea-

Brown comes pretty close to

The rhythm and voice pro-

produced by the Army Com-

organized crime with the

of

action flick starring football
provides

captain

an all-out assault agains:: s

Slaughter, a hot summer

who

beret

Slaughter (Jim Brown) leads

Dee, presents the intense

Ossie Davis. “I think Jim

in a whirlwind summer tour.
In its 14th year, the 80

Ex-green

hosted by legendary film

was. One of the greats,” said

Korea, Japan and Okinawa

minute musical'’review”is”

and fancy karate kicking.

Movie of the Month series,

III, the son of Tony J. and
Cheryl M. Bryant,

lull of hand-to-hand comb it

Network

stars Ossie Davis and Ruby

for Miramax.

Turner Network Television

Slaughter is an action tale

NEW YORK - The Afri

MUSIC BY: RIFLE MAN

and around Philadelphia,

w

Come To Spot Lites
—For Great Jazz—
ST. PETERSBURG - Want to
hear some real jazz, Spot Lites
(1538 16th Street S.) is the place

every Sunday live from 8 pm to
12:45 am. Hear Henry Ashwood
and his Jazz Messengers.
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‘Good Corporate July 4th Weekend
Citizens’ Needed
TAMPA- Celebrating the

ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Starting a business can be a
daunting task. Getting a new
venture off the ground while
juggling finances, inventory,
employees, marketing, taxes
and customer relations can
be too much for one person
to handle. Even with a busi
ness plan, it can be difficult
to devote the time necessary
to all the problems one may
encounter.

Without

the

resources of the larger firms,
a small business owner may
wonder where to turn for
assistance.
A program administered
by the Business Assistance
Department of the St. Petersburg Area Chamber of Commerce, in partnership with
the City of St. Petersburg, is
working to connect minority
owned small businesses with
leaders from the St. Petersburg area’s more established
companies. The MentorProtege Program strives to
help minority owned businesses learn the many facets
of running a business by

4th of July with thousands of

teaming them up with larger

“This

is

an

excellent

other people was the O’Neal

opportunity for the younger

family at Rowelette Park. A

Companies with expertise
in marketing, accounting,

businesses in St. Petersburg

group of the Moore family

to tap into a rich resource,”

reunion is show at its dinner

operations, sales and man-

said Stephanie Thompson,

and dance at the OBCA

agement are needed to serve

Business Assistance Special-

building in Tampa.

as mentor. Large companies
with specialized depart-

Chamber. “There are so

corporations.

ist of the St. Petersbureg

ments
are
especially
need4ed to provide varied

many questions that can be

backgrounds for the young

one who has been there. We

businesses.

answered by asking somestrive to match these two

“This program is a great

parties.”
The Chamber is seeking

opportunity for a successful
business to give back to the

businesses

interested

in

St. Petersburg community as

embarking on the 18 month

we try to build a broker economic base,” Thompson

The program meets for

said.

approximately 1 hour each

program beginning in June.

The St. Petersburg Area

month and is limited to busi-

Chamber of Commerce is a

nesses operating at least two

Chamber

years who are interested in

serving as the pre-eminent

learning the necessary akills,

leader in the business com-

and have at least 2 employ

munity to promote the eco

ees to ensure that the day to

nomic growth and stability

day operations of the compa-

of area businesses. The St.

ny are covered so the owners

Petersburg Area Chamber of

can concentrate on building

2400

member

READING IS
VITAMINS
FOR THE
MIND

Commerce is the 7th largest

a more solid foundation for

Chamber in Florida, serving

their business.

the business community
since 1899.

Basic Military
Training Graduate
WAYNESVILLE, MO Army Pvt. Veronique L.
Thornhill has graduated
from basic military training
at Fort Leonard Wood,
Waynesville, MO.
Thornhill is the daughter of
Pauline Thornhill of 5340
Carolona Way S and James
V. Thornhill of 901 Queen
Street S, both of St. Petersburg. The private is a 1991
graduate of Lakewood High
School.

IDE WELCOME
VOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Veronique Thornhill

Alpha Institute.
Holds Orientation
For Men Of
Tomorrow
CLEARWATER- On July

ticipate in this mentor program

12 at 10 am, the Alpha Institute

and will be paired with suc

will hold orientation for the

cessful graduates of the Alpha

Men of Tomorrow program at

Institute and professional men

St Petersburg Junior College

in the community.

Clearwater campus in the Fine

The program emphasizes

Arts auditorium. This program

development of self-esteem,

is the second phase of an inter-

academics, career planning,

generational project supported

value clarification, the conse

by the Pinellas County Juvenile

quences of teen pregnancy and

Welfare Board and Alpha Phi

substance abuse, as well as

Alpha Fraternity’s Omicron

leadership development The

Beta Lambda chapter of dear-

program is highlighted with

water. The program is targeted

field trips to museums, USF

for middle school males in

and Bucs football games. The

northern Pinellas County; 80

public is invited to this free

young men are expected to par

event

Send Us News!

Is your
future d
little fuzzy?
Tune out the static and tune in to your
future at St. Petersburg Junior College.
PICTURE YOU pursuing an A.A. degree that transfers to prestigious
colleges and universities, an A.S. degree that leads to immediate
work in a rewarding career, or a certificate that provides training in a
specific field. Pick your program and fine tune your future!
___

CHANGE YOUR LIFE JR
Register for fall classes
Call 341-3239for details.

t
JlHfz

If you have informa
tion that might make a
good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in an

SPJC

upcoming issue.

Your community college!

By Appointment Only

Custom Jewelry
By Akins
Master Jeweler
Charlie Akins
Hm. (904) 696-7690
Jacksonville, FL___ _

Re-design Jewelry
From Your Old Gold
Repairs While
You Wait

Framing
Special

$29.95
Reg. $74.95
Up To 24" x 36"

JOEL ILESANMI
AFRICAN ART GALLERY
AND CUSTOM FRAMING, INC.

▼
T

Joel Ilesanmi
President
Specializing in African arts, American
arts, clothes, crafts and jewelries
1907 Drew Street, Clearwater, FL 34625
(813) 461-3332 • (813) 447-4728 Fax

ALL YOUR PRODUCE ITEMS AVAILABLE
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St. Pete

Ocala

Final Rites

Final Rites

When I Must
Leave You
When I must leave
you for a little while,
Please Jo not grieve
anJ sheJ wild tears
AnJ hug your sorrow
to you through th”
years,
But start out bravely
with a gallant smile;
AnJ for my sahe anJ

tives include Eddie Cunningham,
Harold St (father), several grands

in my name,
Live on gnJ Jo all
things the same.

and great grands. Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville
HUTCHINSON, SARA BranHerbert (Lucy) and Dwight of

non, died June 16. Survivors indude

Detroit and Qeophis of Phoenix;

a sister Jeannette Curtis, Gainesville;

BROWN, TAYLOR, bom April

daughter Carol McFadden of Flint

brothers and their spouses Robert

24,1997; died July 2, 1997. Sur

MI; brothers Fred (Betty) of Ocala,

and Patricia Brannon, Leonard,

vivors indude his bothers Justin

James and Ted (Jewel), St Peters

Alphonso, Wife James and Mimi,

. Miller and Dmitri Payne 11 of St

burg; sisters Ruby Moore of Detroit,

all of Gainesville, Mose and Diane

1 Petersburg maternal grandmother

Inez Pembrook and Jewell Hannah

Brannon of Miami, Curtis and Paula

Mattit Thornton of Seminole; mater-

ofSt Petersburg; 19 grandchildren, 6

Brannon of St Augustine, Johnell

. nal grandfather Roy Brown Sr. of St

great grandchildren. Creal Funeral

and Gail Brannon of Jacksonville,

■ Petersburg. Creal Funeral Home, St
5 Petersburg
j HOARD, AMANDA Smith.
1 Fmal rites were held on July 5 at First
; Mt Zion MB Church. Survivors
; indude her ex-husband Clarence
1 Hoard; son Terrence Moore of St
; Petersburg; a grandson Terrence
1 Moore n, St Petersburg; a sister Zel• lener Johnson, St Petersburg; broth; eis Truman Smith of St Petersburg

Home, St Petersburg__

James and Martha Brannon ofJack

TALBERT, LINDA died June

sonville, Louis and Celeste Brannon

27. Survivors indude her husband

of Maryland. Chestnut Funeral

Jasper, daughter Jania of St Peters

Home, Gainesville

, <

FeeJ not your loneli
ness on empty Jays,
But fill each waking
hour in useful ways,
BANKS, DOYLE Funeral ser

Reach out your hanJ

vices ware held on July 6 at Mt

in comfort anJ in

Canaan MB Church. Survivors in

cheer

clude his twin sons Doyle Hof
Columbus, OH and Daniel Banks of
Ocala; his daughter Yveta Banks

AnJ I in turn will ■
comfort you anJ holJ
you near;
AnJ never, never be

Stephens of Ocala; another son
Kelvin Banks of Ocala; two grand

burg sister Lorraine Campo; broth-

children.

os Leonard Cucinotta, Mark and

Cunningham

Funeral

Home, Ocala

wife Patti; mother-in-law Thelma

band Randle Sherman; sons Horace

Derrick, Jasper III. Creal Funeral

Sherman of Ocala, Clarence (Ear

Home, St Petersbuig

IN CLEARWATER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
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Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
Cicily’s Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace’s Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie’s Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard’s Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Cicely’s Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal’s Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida

The Lord is my shepherd;
I shall not want.

line) Frazier of New York, Bertram

OHR

Ocala; sisters Thelma Cobb of

- Psalm 23

Gainesville and Mary Lou Jamerson

The 23rd Psaln.1 is one of the most beloved of
the Psalms. Its beauty of language and expres
sion of confidence in God are inspiring.
Whenever you want to praise God or are in
need of consolation, let the Psalms be a source
of inspiration to you.
,

of Orange Lake; brothers Edgar
Oates, Freddie (lctrora) Oates of
WILLIS, VERDELl, died June

Williston, Madison (Julia Mae)

19. Survivors include her son Eddie

Oates of Jacksonville; one sister-in-

Willis; a daughter Redesta Scott and

law, me brother-in-law, 11 grand

husband Olin; sisters Christine

children, 21 great grandchildren.

Rogers and husband J.W. of Geor

Cunningham Funeral Ifome, Ocala

gia, Marie Mitchell of Dawson, GA

SUGGS, EDDE, died June 27.

Reajoh Harvey and husband Ellie of

Survivors indude his wife Eva Mae

Stewart, Jessie and husband Anbert

ofOcala; daughter Eddie Mae Suggs

Brooks of Georgia; brothers RD.

of Ocala; sons Eddie and Fredick

Small of Georgia, Aaron Small Jr of

Suggs of Ocala; asters Elizabeth

Georgia and Felix SmaD of Lacrosse,

Brown, Lillie Williams, Alberta Tay

FL; 12 grandchildren, 13 great

lor, Qassie Ford and EstellaTate, all

grandchildren. Chestnut Funeral

of Ocala; six grands, 10 great grands.

Home, Gainesville

Cunningham Funeral Home, Ocala

CONES, LOUISE Funeral ser
vices were held on July 5. Survivors
indude her sons Derrick of Starke,

Boston, MA sisters Barbra Edwards
and Betty Dixon of St Petersburg
deal Funeral Home, St Petersbuig

William of Stone Mountain, GAand

I .Rodney of Nashville, TN;Tier
;
J

daughters Desiree of Frostproof and
Yolanda of Cheyenne, WY; several

j

grandchildren; daughter-in-law La-

!
[

Tonja Brown, St Petersburg, deal
Funeral Ifome, St Petersburg ____
MANUEL HAROLD. Funeral
services were held June 28 at 10th
Street Church of God. Survivors in-

>! dude his wife Edna; sons Harold Jr
J of Detroit Teny of Philadelphia,

Gainesville
Final Rites
GREEN, LUENETTE died June
22 Survivors indude her son Harold
Cunningham Sr, daughter-in-law
Melverine Cunningham, Gaines
ville; six grandchildren; other rcla-

I am home in
Heaven, dear ones
oh so happy and so
bright there is per
fect joy and beauty
In this everlasting
light All the pain
and grief is over
Every restless tossing passed I am now
at peace forever
Safely home in
Heaven at Iast.

Our Father knows
what’s best for us
So why should we
complain
We always want the
sunshine,
But He knows there
must be rain
and so He tests us
often with sickness

5. Survivors indude his brothers
Lloyd Baker of Daina and Mannie
Baker of West Palm Beach; six
grands, 23 great grands. Cunningham Funeral Home, Ocala

and with pain.

Dear Father,
You have
given so much;
give one thing
more - a
grateful heart.
Amen.

r-------1

S'f

Not to hurt or punish
us, but so that we
may gain strength
To meet with courage
Life’s troubles,
trials and sorrow,
Knowing there awaits
us the
Joy of God’s
tomorrow.

Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue
P.O. Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

Funeral
Home

FARMER'S
FUNERAL HOME
(352) 867-8619

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood.Ave.
& Howard) In
’

442-2388

(352) 372-2537
(352)377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

125 S.W. 2-St.
P.O. Box 4742, Ocala, Florida 34478

A Full Service Firm

Clearwater, FL

4

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, INV, L.F.D.

Young’s

God Knows
Best

WILLIAMS, NANCY, died July

a brother George E Selmon of

• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461 Ulmerton
Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy’s Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

you in the shy!

(Lettie) Reeves and Jerald Oates of

er Matilda Selrnon of St Petersburg,

IN LARGO

• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

1 and Don London of Ft White. Creal

June 28. Survivors indude his moth

Ave.
• Delric’s Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrisoh Ave:
• Eva’s Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John’s BarberShop, 1400 N. Greenwood Ave.
• Nick’s Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie’s Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite i
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy’s Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood

• Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie’s Barber Shop, Main Street

; Funeral Home, St Petersburg

WILLIAMS, CLIFFORD, died

Charle’s Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.
A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
Rainbow Food Market, 1629 N. Highland

For I am waiting for

June 30. Survivors indude her hus

andJean Bote; stepchildren Mariam, _

IN TAMPA

afraiJ to Jie,

SHERMAN, JANIE Oates, died

Talbert; stepfather and mother James

You can find the Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:

Edward L. Farmer Jr.
Owner

Dock R. Choice III
Licensed Funeral Director

"The funeral home that faith built
and service will continue"

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

summers Funeral Home
“Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.”
Limousine Rental Service

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address
City ___

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?____ If so, who is your carrier?

Dr MX. King St. Chapel
2025 Dr M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

"It's all taken care oF’
>

Burial Service * funeral Service

Cremation Service ♦ Shipping Service

Serving From ftoo Convenient Locations

—CUNNINGHAM’S'
Funeral Home P.A.
“Your Friends Who Care”

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
ofher funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for—it was

When Family Matters......
SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
1534 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
“Taking Time To Serve Others"

Pre-Planning - an expression of love
that’s easy and affordable.

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the

You can select from guaranteed services and
merchandise at today's prices.

arrangements. What a
savings-What a peace of
mind.

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L. CUNNINGHAM

732-5353

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Planning Ahead Matters Too.
Don't wait. We know that talking about funerals
isn’t easy. But its better to talk about and plan
together - now while you can - than to wait until
its too late. It makes it easier on everyone... relieving stress on you and providing others with peace
of mind.

Yw/'A'/r Afar,V,'tmpwfay,,
At-Need
*5290.00

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burdc

Pre-Need
**3995.00

Prices include Professional Services of Funeral Director

on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
howyoucangurantee the future price at today's cost.

and Staff, all necessary transportation, embalming, use of
facilities for visitation, casket, vault and cemetery.
All Pre-Need plans can be funded through insurance

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

894-2266

plans with affordable payments designed to fit your
budget.

Call or stop in to discuss your funeral plans with us... Receive a Funeral Planning
Guide Free...
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Classified Ads,.. Sure to get results!
PROPOSALS ARE REQUESTED FROM QUALIFIED CON
TRACTORS BY THE PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING
AUTHORITY, HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS OWNER,
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF: REMODELING OF:

WEEK!
6-10-15
WTO 24-31-37
~ CA$H 3
021 348 657
240
767 223 529
1-7 6-8 5-2
3-17-4 6-5
PROPOSALS ARE REQUESTED FROM QUALIFIED CON
TRACTORS BY THE DUNEDIN HOUSING AUTHORITY,
HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS OWNER, FOR THE
CONSTRUCTION OF: REMODELING OF:
PROJECT NAME AND LOCATION:
HIGHLANDER VILLAGE
1142 HIGHLAND AVENUE
DUNEDIN, FL
FOR: DUNEDIN HOUSING AUTHORITY
MINORITY PROGRAM: An MBE participation goal has been
established for this project. The bidder is required to meet or
exceed MBE participation goals or make a good faith effort to
contract with Certified Minority Business Enterprises. The
Bidder is advised to review the contract documents immediately
in order to schedule the necessary tasks to accomplish good faith
efforts. A pre-bid,meeting will be held for all interested Bidders
and Certified MBE's on: Date and Time: July 15, 1997 at 3:00
p.m. local time. Place: Highlander Village, 1142 Highland Ave.,
Dunedin, FL. All Prime Bidders interested n bidding on this pro
ject are encouraged to attend and address subcontracting oppor
tunities for MBE's. ASSURANCE OF COMPLETION: Shall be
per clause 10 of HUD Form 5369, SEALED BIDS will be
received August 5, 1997 until 3:00 p.m. local time. PLACE:
Commission Meeting Room, Central Administration Office,
Pinellas County Housing Authority, 209 South Garden Avenue,

PROJECT NAME AND LOCATION:
FRENCH VILLAS APARTMENTS
6835 54TH AVENUE NORTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
LAKESIDE TERRACE APARTMENTS
4200 62ND AVENUE NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL

Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NT-

sound
(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
Sports * Reunions

GALLAHYTME
.DAY ©R HJGHT3

Zoning • Hoard of Adjustment (HOM
E rn irornnrn tal Development Comuiibsiou
(EDC) • Code Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permits

Consult with us first. Call for an
appointment now.

WAG DESIGNS

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

• SIZE: 1,284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage.
• STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in
living/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets,

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Kenmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T
TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!
ln this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the
custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and
modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful professional landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior
designs. We create,with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our
room addition designs.
We’re making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible
as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s markerit is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on the rise and here is your only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a

NOTARY SERVICES & PERMIT

lot of dough.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WAG DESIGNS

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

A division of WAG Enterprises

CONSULTANTS & PLANNERS

2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-1935

ness or other work related
field. Four yrs. exp. in
supervision and/or manage
ment in residential health

resume

McDougall,

to

Project ManagemenT

(VOCA

Barb

Operation

PAR, Inc. 6720 54th Ave.
N., St. Petersburg,
33709. EOE/DFWP

COUNSELOR

TIONAL)
Location
Pinellas Park. Professional
position respon. for admin
istering voc. tests & assess
ment instruments; voc
counseling. Masters deg
preferred, min. of 3 yrs
related exp. Hiring salary
$24,606 - $27,560 + com
prehensive benefits pkg.
Resume deadline 5:00 p.m.
7/14/97. HR, Career Op
tions, 13770 58th St. N.,
#312,
Clearwater,
FL
34620. EOE.

FL

- For
large nonprofit agency. Min

COORDINATOR

C.C. Givens, Director
Alpha Leadership Education Foundation Inc
P.O.Box 16815
St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Staff Accountant

.req., B.A. degree in acctg.
with min. 3 yrs. exp. Good
working knowledge of
Excel and WordPerfect.
Responsibilities
include

Human Resources Director

Progressive nonprofit organization seeking an experienced
Director. Must possess demonstrable skills in the areas of policy
development, wage and salary administration, benefit manage
ment, employee relations and labor laws. Bachelor's degree and
a minimum of three (3) yrs. of human resource and supervisory
experience in a health care field is required.

preparing budgets, monthly
grant billings, financial

Please make response Blind Box

compliance of grants/contracts. Send resume to Amy
Scholz, Operation PAR,

Mail responses to: Rick McCollum
Operation PAR, Inc.
10901 - C Roosevelt Blvd., Suite 1000
St. Petersburg, FL 33716

Inc., 10901-C Roosevelt
Blvd., Suite 1000, St. Pete,
FL 33716 or Fax (813) 5703331. EOE/DFWP

I NEW SAVE UP TO 80% ON

CALADESI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
is seeking applicants to fill the following
fiill-time positions:

Dental-Vision
Prescriptions
Pre-Established
Rates
$15/month
Household
$9/month - Individual Over 200
Dental Procedures. Cosmetic
Dentistry & Specialists. Over
12,000 Optical Providers. Eye
Exams & Surgery. Over 35,000
Pharmacy Loc. & Mail Order.
Member/Sales Applications
Mailed. Over 10,000/mth
Signing Up.

(813) 866-8106

;

ADMIN. ASSISTANT -

Laborers
Carpenters
Form Carpenters
Equipment Mechanics
Equipment Operators
Truck Drivers

For more information, visit the office located at:
8720 - 115th Ave. No., Largo, FL
8;00A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Monday - Friday

391-0143
CITY OF

REWARD!

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mjgn., Wed., Fri, .Qo-IXk.
EOuAL opportunity employer

For any information leading to the
person or persons responsible for
vandalizing the Weekly Challenger

(STAFF) - Professional po
sition position respon.
manage daily program/fis
cal operations including
oversight of service pro
vider contracts; work close
ly with partners, funding
sources & community. Requires: Bachelor's degree
(Masters preferred) in relat
ed field; min. 2 yrs. mgmt
exp.; strong fiscal, supervi
sory, program mgmt. &
team-bldg, skills. Prefer a
working knowledge of
WAGES & Pinellas Co.
service providers. Excellent
oral/written comm, skills.
Hiring salary: $28,329 $32,740 + comprehensive
benefits pkg. Resume deadline 5:00 p.m., 7/11/97. HR,
Career Options, 13770 58th
St. N., #312, Clearwater,
FL 34620. EOE.

Location: St. Petersburg.
Respon. for performing
variety of highly technical
cleriocal activities. Re
quires: high School grad or
GED + min. 3 yrs. exp.; 5565 wpm; high computer
skills - word processing,
data base & spreadsheet
(prefer MS Word/Access/
Excel); excellent oral/writ
ten comm, skills & ability
to work with public. Wage
range: $8.96-$10.02 + com
prehensive benefits pkg.
Resume deadline 5:00 p.m.,
7/14/97. HR, Career Op
tions, 13770 58th St. N„
#312,
Clearwater,
FL
34620. EOE.

•F ATTN: Sf. Petersburg +

Postal positions. Clerks and
sorters. No experience re
quired. Benefits. For exam,
salary, and testing information call 1-800-547-4787 ext.
3675 8 am-8 pm

newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with any information.

Refore buying, building or renovating
commercial or residential property
OR
Having problems with:

The Hospice

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAS
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Ba\ Diive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

staff within those areas.
Bachelor's degree in busi

Alpha Leadership Program is in need of a few good black men
to conduct mentoring activities for several aspiring junior and
senior high School male students.
■
£, This is q research and demonstration project partially funded
by a grant from,Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County.
These mentors would be available to help develop character
andcompetertce m these students and provide encouragement
for them to complete high school and go on to college.
.,j;.^Partieipatiqti is voluntary. Mentors will be reimbursed for
c^s.»feat,ed to then service to the program such as travel, and
other incidentals.
Volunteers must have a four-year college degree. Under spe
cial! conditions; a two year degree may be accepted
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION TELEPHONE 327-8385

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS

WORKER

Hospice

functions, supervision of
financial management and

Send

COUNSELOR/SOCIAL

of the Florida suncoast

be responsible for all finan
cial and administrative

MINORITY PROGRAM: An MBE participation goal has been
established for this project. The bidder is required to meet or
exceed MBE participation goals or make a good faith effort to
contract with Certified Minority Business Enterprises. The
Bidder is advised to review the contract documents immediately
in order to schedule the necessary tasks to accomplish good faith
efforts. A pre-bid meeting will be held for all interested Bidders
and Certified MBE's on: Date and Time: July 15, 1997 at 3:00
p.m. local time. Place: French Villas, 6835 54th Avenue North,
St. Petersburg, FL. All Prjme Bidders interested n bidding on this
project are encouraged to attend and address subcontracting
opportunities for MBE's. ASSURANCE OF COMPLETION:
Shall be per clause 10.of HUD Form 5369. SEALED BIDS will
be received August 5, 1997 until 3:00 p.m. local time. PLACE:
Commission Meeting Room, Central Administration Office,
Pinellas County Housing Authority, 209 South Garden Avenue,
Clearwater, Florida 33756. PROPOSAL: Bids must be submitted
in full in accordance with the requirements of the Drawings,
Specifications, Bidding Conditions and Contractual Conditions,
which may be examined and obtained from the ARCHITECT:
Renker Eich Parks Architects, 1609 9th Street North, St.
Petersburg, FL 33704-4203. TELEPHONE: (813) 821-2986.
CONTRACT AWARD: The Bid Tabulation and Notice of Award
Recommendation will be posted at the office of the Pinellas
County Housing Authority, 209 South Garden Avenue,
Clearwater, FL 33756. The PCHA reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and to waive minor technicalities, whenever such
rejection or waiver is in the best interest of the Owner.

(813) 327-1935
Counselor experienced in work
ing with ill children needed for
Pediatric
Counselor/Social
Worker position in our Child/
Family Support Program. Posi
tion requires MSW/related field
and min. 2 yrs.. exper. in social
worker position with emphasis
on counseling. Must be licensed
or license eligible. Call Hurrtan
Resources (813-586-4432) for
application or mail resume: 300
E. Bay Dr., Largo, FL 33770,
EOE/DFWP.

NEEDED: A FEW GOOD BLACK MEN

care, preferably mental
health or substance abuse.

Recommendation will be posted at the office of the Pinellas
County Housing Authority, 209 South Garden Avenue,
Clearwater, FL 33756. The PCHA reserves the right to reject any
or all bids and to waive minor technicalities, whenever such
rejection or waiver is in the best interest of the Owner.

REAVES REST
HOME
935 - 9th Ave. So.
(corner of Dr. M.L.
King St. & 9th Ave.
So.)
Rooms furnished,
clean - quiet.
No phone call.
MUST SEE! Ask for
Bishop Elba Reaves

Manager

FOR: PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY

in full in accordance with the requirements Of the Drawings,
Specifications, Bidding Conditions and Contractual Conditions,
which may be examined and obtained from the ARCHITECT:
Renker Eich Parks Architects, 1609 9th Street North, St.
Petersburg, FL 33704-4203. TELEPHONE: (813) 821-2986.
CONTRACT AWARD: The Bid Tabulation and Notice of Award

CAR-JACK1N G

Business

Successful candidate will

March 21 to April 19

July 23 to August 22

You'll be more assertive
than usual—just be sure
to use a delicate touch.
Romantically, nothing's
more wonderful than new
love—or renewing your
love for your mate.

Play sleuth to interpret
loved-one’s puzzling behavior. Focus on solu
tions, not problems. Avoid
confrontations; at the right
time, you’ll express your
point positively.

Taurus

VlRCO

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

Get away with your mate
fora romantic rendezvous!
Work pressures subside;
you can take a breather.
It's your lucky week in the
stock market, at the track
or in a lotto drawing.

Capricorn

April 20 to May 20

August 23 to September 22

The energy surge you’re
feeling will let you accomplish things twice as fast,
so you’ll have time to socialize; Go to the movies,
visit a new restaurant and
go out dancing.

Think positive. You usual
ly know the proper course
to follow, and this week
another’s well-meaning
advice may be confusing.
Take time to talk things
out with your mate.

Keep a level head; don’t
give up a long-term com
mitment for a fling. You're
in the mood for excite
ment, but make sure you
get it in ways that won’t
hinder your family life.

Gemini

Libra

Aouarius

May 21 to June 21

September 23 to October 22

You’ll thank your lucky
stars when misplaced objects and overdue checks
turn up. A man from your
past may resurface. Think
twice before changing the
status quo, however.

You're a born diplomat,
but others know when to
back off. Be direct about
money matters; if you
want a raise or promotion,
blow your own horn or have
a superior do it for you.

Cancer

December 22 to January 19

January 20 to February 18

Don’t let your quest for
economy turn you into a
miser. Thrift is great, but
so is splurging once in a
while. Sometimes a little
luxury can make your day
or a loved one’s special.

Scorpio

June 22 to July 22

October 23 to November 21

February 19 to March 20

It’s your turn to be nurtured and babied. The
pampering will delight
you, and you’ll find it's fun
to switch roles: playing
Earth Mother can be tiresome sometimes.

Family matters need to be
tended to. You’ll reach a
good decision if you consider an elderly relative’s
wishes. Follow the golden
rule: how would you feel
in such a situation?

You feel like Picasso and
Liz Taylor rolled into one!
Focus on one thing at a
time'and you'll get every
thing done. Don’t dream
your life away—you have
a lot of living to do.
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This ad is effective in the following Florida counties

k. •: onjy: Highland, Hardee/Hernando, Hillsborough,
Banatee, Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota, Lee, Desoto,
l.

JULY IS

NATIONAL

ICE CREAM

MONTH
A l l Va

Superbrand

Sherbet, Regu I a r Or Low Fat
Half Gallon CARTON, No LIMIT*

Collier, Charlotte and the City of LaBelle,

